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Letter from the Publisher
Since the eyes of the world will be fi xed this month on the summer Olympics in Beijing, the 

ever au courant magazine you hold in your hands wanted to be in the swim (relay, backstroke, 
freestyle, maybe even butterfl y) as well.

We thus bring you our August issue, devoted to the Olympics and their 2008 host country, 
China. Inside you’ll fi nd the terminus of Neil McGowan’s rail journey east: Aft er months aboard 
a train, he’s fi nally arrived in Beijing, and tells a bit about it (page 16).

As Andy Potts notes, the year of the rat has been a good one for Russia, athletically speaking 
(page 20). So, for those gearing up to take in some sports on TV, Passport gives you a viewing guide 
of selected Olympic events (page 3) as well as a primer on Russian athletic achievements past and 
present. Meet J.R. Holden of the Russian national basketball team (page 22), some Russian medal 
contenders to watch (page 24), and Soviet gymnastics legend Larisa Latynina (page 28).

Th en we look ahead to 2014, when Russia will next play Olympic host, with two articles on 
Sochi (Weekend Getaway on page 14 and Real Estate on page 32).

While many Muscovites may be enjoying themselves out of town, those of us left  here in August 
can take some refuge in the metro — that is, in the conclusion of Ray Nayler’s eight-part series 
examining Moscow’s underground transport. 

Plus, have you ever wondered how Russians came to love tea, not to mention why they call it 
chai? Turn to page 30 to fi nd out.  

Along with our regular monthly fi xtures (columns on the arts, law, and Lipp Service along 
with wine and restaurant reviews), check out highlights of Olympics past in Last Word (page 48), 
Passport’s poll of most memorable Olympic moments. (And if that’s not suffi  cient to sate your 
alliteration appetite then perhaps you should look at Larisa Latynina again.)

John Ortega
Owner and Publisher
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2008 Summer Olympics Viewing Guide
All times are shown in Moscow Daylight Savings time.
Beijing is 4 hours ahead.

BASKETBALL
19 Aug 16:00 — 20:00 women’s quarterfi nals 
20 Aug 16:00 — 20:00 men’s quarterfi nals
21 Aug 16:00 — 20:00 women’s semifi nals
22 Aug 16:00 — 20:00 men’s semifi nals
23 Aug 15:30 — 20:30 women’s 3rd place
 match and fi nals 
 men’s 3rd place match
 and fi nals

SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING

18 Aug 11:00 — 13:10 duet preliminary program

19 Aug 13:00 — 14:30 duet fi nals

21 Aug 12:00 — 12:45 group technical program

22 Aug 12:00 — 13:30 group fi nals

BOXING
23 August 15:00 — 17:55 51 kg, 57 kg, 64 kg, 

 75 kg, 91 kg - fi nals

24 August 09:30 —  13:00 48 kg, 54 kg, 60 kg, 

 69 kg, 81 kg, +91 kg - fi nals

FENCING
9 Aug 06:00 — 09:45 saber fencing quarterfi nals

12 Aug 06:00 — 09:45 saber fencing fi nals

17 Aug 05:30 — 11:20 men’s saber fencing 5th-8th

 
place matches 

 
women’s semifi nals

20 Aug 05:30 — 11:20 saber fencing men’s semifi nals 

 
women’s 5th-8th place matches 

21 Aug 03:00 — 15:10 men’s fi nal

22 Aug 03:00 — 15:10 women’s fi nal 
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ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS
12 Aug 06:00 — 09:00 men’s team championship13 Aug 06:00 — 08:00 women’s team championship 14 Aug 07:00 — 09:50 men’s all around fi nal15 Aug 07:00 — 09:00 women’s all around fi nal17 Aug 14:00 — 17:00 men’s fl oor exercises and  pommel horse fi nal women’s fl oor exercises and vault fi nal Aug 18: 14:00 — 16:15 men’s still rings and vault fi nals women’s uneven bars fi nals19 Aug 14:00 — 16:15 men’s high bar and parallel  bars fi nals  women’s balance beam fi nal

TENNIS
13 Aug 12:00—18:00 Doubles: men’s quarterfi nals

14 Aug 12:00 — 18:00 Singles:  men’s and women’s 

 
 quarterfi nals 

 
Doubles: men’s semifi nals

 
Doubles: women’s quarterfi nals  

15 Aug 12:00 — 18:00  Singles: men’s and women’s   

 
 semifi nals  

 
Doubles: men’s 3rd place match

 
Doubles:  women’s semifi nals

16 Aug12:00 — 18:30 Singles: men’s 3rd place match

 
 women’s 3rd place match

 
   and fi nals

 
 men’s fi nals

 
Doubles: women’s 3rd place match

17 Aug12:00 — 18:30  Singles: men’s and women’s fi nal

 
Doubles: women’s fi nals



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Th ursday Friday

1

4 5 6 7 8

11 12 13 14 15

18 19 20 21 22

25 26 27 28 29

Sleeping Beauty (ballet) 
Russian Academic Youth Th eater,  19:00 

Also August 2, 10
Kostroma Russian National Show

Kosmos Hotel, 19:30
Th rough Sept. 1

 Wonderful World of Nature 
Sand Sculpture Festival

Moscow State Botanical Garden 
Th rough Sept. 15

Russian Railways Football Cup
Lokomotiv Stadium 

Milan v. Seville, 18:30
Lokomotiv v. Chelsea, 21:15

Also August 3
Eteri Beriashvili & Eteri Jaz

Under the Parisian Sky 
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Unearth (USA)
Tochka Club, 20:00

Minkus’ Don Quixote (ballet)
Russian Academic Youth Th eater, 19:00

Also August 17, 29
Viva Cuba Caribbean Dance Nights

Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00
DJ Partyphone (dance)
Propaganda Club, 21:00

FOR KIDS! On your mark...Get set...
Go! (circus)

Circus on Tsvetnoi Bulvar, 19:00
Also August 6, 7, 8, 9

Prokofi ev’s Romeo and Juliet (ballet) 
Russian Academic Youth Th eater, 19:00

Also August 21, 31 
Elinte Trio (fl amenco, Latino)

Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 19:30
Bespridannitsa [Woman without a 

Dowry] (musical)
Chikhachev Musical Th eater, 19:00

Also August 14, 15

Popast v Tochku [Hit the Mark] Festival
Tochka Club, 18:30

Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake (ballet)
Russian Academic Youth Th eater, 19:00

Also August 7, 15, 16, 23, 24
Retro Wednesday (Russian rock-pop)

Blue Guitars, Singing Hearts, Flirt
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Balzaminov Marriage (based on the 
Nikolai Ostrovsky play)

Chikhachev Musical Th eater, 19:00
Also August 1

“Let’s Gather Our Friends Together”
Second International Music Festival

Classical Indian Music of Hindustan
Rachmaninoff  Hall, 

Tchaikovsky Conservatory, 
19:00, free

Jane Air (rock)
Tochka Club, 18:00

Sergey Manukyan (vocal, percussion)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Also August 14, 21, 28
DJ Old Dog Nikolaev

Propaganda Club, 21:00
Ensemble of Ermitazh soloists (classical)

Ostankino Mansion, 19:00
Amphibian Man (musical)

Chikhachev Musical Th eater, 19:00

“Let’s Gather Our Friends Together”
Second International Music Festival

Music of the Ottoman Empire 
with traditional musical instruments

Rachmaninoff  Hall,
Tchaikovsky Conservatory, 19:00, free

Konets Filma [End of Film] (rock)
Tochka Club, 22:30

Tchaikovsky’s Th e Nutcracker (ballet)
Russian Academic Youth Th eater, 19:00

Also August 14, 18, 25 
Latino Boom Boom with DJ Pinky 

(Cuba)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 22:00

Also August 9, 29, 30
Anna Buturlina (jazz vocal)

Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 19:00

Sleeping Beauty (ballet)
Russian Academic Youth Th eater, 19:00

Also August 19, 20, 28
Viva Cuba Caribbean Dance Nights

Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00
Also August 18

Guilty without Blame (operetta based on 
the Nikolai Ostrovsky play)

Chikhachev Musical Th eater, 19:00

Oleg Pogudin (vocal)
Meridian Concert Hall, 19:00

Mogwai (rock)
B2 Club, 20:00

“Let’s Gather Our Friends Together”
Second International Music Festival

Latvian Academy of Music
Martins Tsirtsenis (clarinet), 
Agnesse Eglinya (piano), free

Rachmaninoff  Hall, 
Tchaikovsky Conservatory, 19:00

“Let’s Gather Our Friends Together”
Second International Musical Festival
Piano music program, Evgeny Smirnov

Rachmaninoff  Hall,
Tchaikovsky Conservatory, 19:00, free

Giselle (ballet)
Russian Academic Youth Th eater, 19:00

Also August 22, 30
Retro Wednesday 

Vladimir Presnyakov Sr. (saxophone)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

“Let’s Gather Our Friends Together”
Second International Musical Festival

 Vocal music program, Chzhan Suhua
Rachmaninoff  Hall,

Tchaikovsky Conservatory, 19:00, free
Tchaikovsky’s Th e Nutcracker (ballet)

Russian Academic Youth Th eater, 19:00
Also August 18, 25

Sergey Manukyan (vocal, percussion)
Soyuz Kompositorov, 20:00

Also August 21, 28

Tchaikvosky’s Swan Lake (ballet)
Russian Academic Youth Th eater, 19:00

Also August 16
Carnival Cubano, Latino Boom Boom, 

DJ Pinky
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Also August 16
Mandre Victoria (fl amenco)

Apshu Club, 22:00
DJ Night (Mario, Mike Spirit)

Gorod Club, 23:00

Pep-cy (rock)
Tochka Club, 22:30

Pelageya (vocal)
B1 Maximum, 20:00

Jazz Night Festival at Ermitage Garden 
Ermitage Garden, 23:00

Also August 23, 24
FOR KIDS!  On your mark...Get set...

Go! (circus)
Circus on Tsvetnoi Bulvar, 14:30, 19:00

“Let’s Gather our Friends Together”
Second International Musical Festival 

International Summer Conservatory 
School Student Concert 

 Rachmaninoff  Hall, 
Tchaikovsky Conservatory, 19:00, free

Jazz Stars (Russia, USA)
International House of Music, 19:00

Tricky (trip-hop)
B1 Maximum 21:00 

Th e Wooden King
Children’s Fairytale Th eater, 17:00

Also August 28, 30

“Let’s Gather our Friends Together”
Second International Musical Festival

Belorussian Academy of Music, forgotten 
masterpieces of Yan Tarasevich,

Rachmaninoff  Hall,
Tchaikovsky Conservatory, 19:00, free

As I Lay Dying (rock)
Tochka Club, 20:00

Retro Wednesday 
Alexander Barykin (retro-pop)

Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

“Let’s Gather our Friends Together”
Second International Musical Festival 

Concert of the Saratov State Conservatoy 
im. L.V. Sobinova

 Rachmaninoff  Hall,
Tchaikovsky Conservatory, 19:00, free

Iron Maiden (rock)
Olimpichesky Sport Complex, 19:00

Oleg Kireev Quartet (jazz)
Soyuz Kompositorov, 20:00

Keith Emerson Band (rock)
Dom Kino, 20:00

Th e Roots (hip-hop)
B1 Maximum, 20:00

Oleg Kireev Quartet (jazz)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Dancing Fountains French Show
 Stone Flower Fountain, VDNKh 

 Wed.-Sun. 15:00, 16:30, 18:00, 22:00
Sigur Ros (rock, Iceland)
B1 Maximum Club, 20:00

Retro Wednesday
 Singing Hearts (retro pop)

Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Songs of Russian Emigration (vocal)
Art House Th eater, 19:00
Classical Music (piano)

International House of Music, 19:00
Th e Cossacks (opera, premiere)

Amadei Music Th eater, 19:00 
Moscow International Auto Show

Crocus Expo Center
Th rough September 7 

Chaif (Russian rock)
B1 Maximum, 20:00

State String Quartet named for Glinka 
and Vinnitsky (classical)

Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00
Immortal (black metal)

 Shadow Club, 20:00
Quinta Toka (jazz) 
Apshu Club, 22:00

DJ Night (Mario, Miss Mini, Gromov) 
Gorod Club, 23:00

To include an event 
in our calendar, 

please email information to 
editor@passportmagazine.ru 

or call 620-0888
by the 15th of the month 

prior to the event.

Viva Cuba Caribbean Dance Nights 
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Viva Cuba Caribbean Dance Nights
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00

Iron Maiden

Viva Cuba

On your mark...Get set...Go!



Airsalon
24 Berezovaya Alleya, Business-Terminal 
“Avkom-D”
Businss Aviation Center 
Domodedovo Airport
Amadei Moscow Musical Th eater
4 Spiridonovskaya, 290-0956
M.Pushkinskaya, Arbatskaya
www.amadei.ru
Apshu Club
10 Klementevsky Per., Blgd. 1, 953-9944
M. Tretyakovskaya
www.apshu.ru

Arkhangelskoye Mansion
www.arkhangelskoe.ru

Art House Th eater
39  Ul. Gastello, 603-0943,
M. Sokolniki
www.arthouse-vt.ru

B1 Maximum
11 Ul. Ordzhonikidze, 648-6777
M. Leninsky Prospekt
www.b1club.ru
B2 Club
8 Ul. Bolshaya Sadovaya, 650-9918
M. Mayakovskaya
www.b2club.ru
Children’s Fairytale Th eater
15a Taganskaya Ul., 912-5206
M. Marksistskaya
Cosmos Hotel Concert Hall
150 Ul. Prospect Mira, 234-6373
M. Prospekt Mira
www.nationalrussianshow.ru

Crocus Expo Center
www.crocus-expo.ru

Dom Kino
13 Vasilevskaya Ul., 251-6811
M. Mayakovskaya, Belorusskaya
www.unikino.ru

Durasov Palace in Liublino
1 Letnyaya Ul., 350-1553
M. Volzhskaya
www.mgomz.ru

Helikon Opera on Arbat
11 Novy Arbat, Bldg. 2, 290-0971
M. Arbatskaya
www.helokon.ru

Gorod Club
20/13 Staraya Basmannaya, 261-6174
M. Krasniye Vorota
www.gorodclub.ru

Hermitage Garden
3 Karetny Ryad
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya

International House of Music
52 Kosmodamianskaya Naberezhnaya, 
Bldg. 8, 730-4350
M. Paveletskaya
www.mmdm.ru

Lokomotiv Stadium 
125, Bolshaya Cherkizovskaya, 
(499) 161-4283
M. Cherkizovskaya
www.fclm.ru

Manezh Exhibition Center
1 Manezhnaya Ploschad, 689-1660
M. Okhotny Ryad

Mir Concert Hall 
11 Tsvetnoi Bulvar, Bldg. 2, 624-9647
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar
www.mir-hall.ru

Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory
Rachmaninoff  Hall 
11 Bolshaya Nikitskaya, 629-8183
M. Biblioteka im. Lenina
www.mosconsv.ru

Moscow State Musical Th eater under 
G. Chikhachev
1 Ul. 1st Novokuzminskaya, 371-7333
M. Ryazansky Prospekt
www.teatr-chikhachev.ru

Moscow Th eater  for the Young Spectator
10 Mamonovsky Per., 299-5360
M. Mayakovskaya, Tverskaya

Olimpiisky Sport Complex
16 Olimpiisky Prospekt, 688-3777
M. Prospect Mira
www.olimpik.ru

Ostankino Th eater
5 Ul. 1st Ostankinskaya, 683-4645
M. VDHKh

Pirogovo Reservoir
Pirogovo stop from Yaroslavsky Station

Propaganda Club
7 Bolshoi Zlatoustinsky Per., 624-5732
M. Lubyanka, Kitai-Gorod
www.propagandamoscow.com

Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts
12 Volkhonka Ul., 203-7998
M. Kropotkinskaya
www.museum.ru

Russian Academic Youth Th eater 
2 Teatralnaya Ploshad, 692-0069
M. Teatralnaya
www.ramt.ru

Shadow Club
20 Derbenevskaya Nab., 540-0604
M. Paveletskaya
www.shadow-club.ru

Soyuz Kompositorov Club  
(Union Composers’ Club)
8/10 Briusov  Pereulok, Bldg. 2, 692-6563
M. Puskinskaya. Chekhovskaya
www.ucclub.ru

Tochka Club 
6 Leninsky Prospect, Bldg. 7, 737-7666
M. Oktyabrskaya (Ring Line)
www.clubtochka.ru

Circus on Tsvetnoi Bulvar
13 Ul. Tsvetnoi Bulvar, 625-8770
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar
www.circusnikulin.ru

Winzavod
1 4th Syromyatnichesky Pereulok, Bkdg. 6, 
917-4646
M. Kurskaya
www.winzavod.ru

16 Tonn Club
6 Presnensky Val, Bldg. 1, 253-5300
M. Ulitsa 1905 Goda
www.16tons.ru

VENUESSaturday Sunday

2 3

9 10

16 17

23 24

30 31

Olga Orefi eva and Kovcheg (Russian rock)
Tochka Club, 22:30

Celtic Consortx (Russia)
Arkhangelskoye Mansion, 17:00

FOR KIDS!  Th e Wooden King 
Children’s Fairytale Th eater, 12:00,15:00

Also  August 10, 23, 30
Mozart’s Bastien and Bastienna

Ostankino Mansion, 17:00
Freedom Power Festival

VDNkh, 22:0
We Want Operetta!

Chikhachev Th eater, 19:00
FOR KIDS!  Teremok (children’s opera)

Chikhachev Musical Th eater, 12:00

FOR KIDS!  Weekend Club 
Art House Th eater, 12:00

Latino Boom Boom with DJ Pinky (Cuba)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 22:00

Khoronko Orchestra (Russian rock) 
Tochka Club, 22:30  

Russian Music for Hautboy and Piano
Durasov Palace in Lyublino, 17:00

Alexey Kozlov & Arsenal (jazz, saxophone)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 19:00

Russian Railways Football Cup
Lokomotiv Stadium 

3rd place game, 14:00
1st place game 16:30

Giselle (ballet)
Russian Academic Youth Th eater, 19:00

Also August 13, 22, 30
Viva Domingo (salsa, rhumba)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:0

Air Salon for Business Aviation 2008
Business Terminal Avkom-D, Domodedovo Airport, 

10:00-18:00 
FOR KIDS!  Mushroom Tumult (musical)

Chikhachev Musical Th eater, 12:00
FOR KIDS!  Sadko and Tsarevna 

(musical based on Russian folk legends)
Chikhachev Musical Th eater, 18:00

FOR KIDS!   Th e Pirate and the Ghost 
(musical for children up to 8)

Chikhachev Musical Th eater, 12:00
Operetta is My Passion!

 (extracts from operettas and musicals
Chikhachev Musical Th eater, 19:00

Beenie Man 
B1 Maximum, 21:00

FOR KIDS!  On your mark...Get set...Go! (circus)
Circus on Tsvetnoi Bulvar, 19:00

Also August 11, 13, 14, 15

International Women’s Club (IWC) Informal 
Weekend Coff ee Morning, 10:00-12:00

Pain Quotidien, Novinsky Bulvar, d. 7
Please RSVP to iwcmoscow@yahoo.com

Coff ee Cantata (opera)
Helikon Opera on Arbat, 19:00, 21:30

Also August 24
Russian Romance Songs Concert

Art House Th eater, 19:00
Tequilajazzz (artrock)

16 Tonn Club, 21:00
Alexey Kozlov & Arsenal (jazz, saxophone)

Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00
FOR KIDS!  BU-RA-TI-NO (musical)

MIR Concert Hall, 15:00
Tancy Minus (rock) 
Tochka Club, 22:30 

Dancing Fountains Show
 Stone Flower Fountain, VDNKh

Wed.-Sun. 15:00, 16:30, 18:00, 22:0
FOR KIDS! On your mark...Get set...Go! (circus)

Circus on Tsvetnoi Bulvar, 14:30, 19:00
Also August 17, 18, 20, 21, 22

FOR KIDS! Weekend Club 
Art House Th eater,  12:00

Svetoletiye Bell Ringer Ensemble
Kolomenskoye Mansion, 17:00

Academy of Flute (classical music)
Arkhangelskoye Mansion, 17:00

Th e Future Sound of London 
Ermitage Garden, 19:00

Prokofi ev’s Romeo and Juliet
Russian Academic Youth Th eater, 19:00

Also September 1

New Wave Rock Festival
with Neversmile, Liniya, Radio Cambodia, 

Medusa’scream  
Tochka Club, 18:30

Yan Bederman and Intuition Music Orchestra
 (percussion, saxophone)

Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 19:00

Gala Concert of Planet of Clowning Mime Festival
Moscow Young Spectators’ Th eater, 19:00
Soledad Orquestra, Argentinian Tango

Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 20:00  

NuNote Lounge Festival
Arkhangelskoye Mansion, 14:00 – 22.30

Alexey Kozlov & Arsenal (jazz, saxophone)
Soyuz Kompositorov Club, 19:00

Unheilig (Gothic rock, Germany)
Gorod Club, 18:00

Sleeping Beauty

Tochka Club
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Editor’s Choice

Behind the name Tricky is Bristol musician Adrian Th aws. Although 
he is credited with the invention of trip hop, Th aws aggressively 

asserts that he adheres to no genre. Whatever the truth, thousands of 
fans love his music, and Tricky revolutionized the music of the Euro-
pean club scene in the late 1990s. His solo projects as well as collabora-
tions with DJ Paul Oakenfold turned European hit lists upside -down. 
Th is July he released Knowle West Boy, his eighth album and his fi rst in 
fi ve years. A bit of a self-reinvention following the more mainstreatm 
style of some of his earlier work, the rugged sound of his latest album 
does not disappoint. 

Tricky

Moscow International Air Show 2008 

For centuries, a desire to take fl ight ignited the creativity and ingenuity of human-
kind. Today, though we now have the ability cover time and space with ease, for 

many of us the secrets of how these beautiful machines soar remains fascinating, which 
may explain the continued popularity of air shows. In August, Moscow audiences will 
be treated to their very own air show, featuring some of the world’s best-known aircraft  
manufacturers. Th e fi rst two days will be devoted to those in the industry, but aft er 
that the event will be open to members of the public, who just may fi nd themselves in 
the cockpit of a plane or helicopter. Th e organizers promise special entertainment for 
children, but no matter your age, the weekend promises to be wonderful for the whole 
family.Domodedovo Airport , August 1–4

12:00–20:00

B1 Maximum
August 21, 21:00

Tancy Minus — Russian Rock Plus

When talking about Russian rock of the 90s, it is impossible to miss the band 
Tancy Minus. Led by Vyacheslav Petkun, from their fi rst acoustic concerts in 

Moscow’s Propaganda Club in 1995, the word among Moscow music critics and fans 
was that these rockers from St. Pete were real thing. Th eir album 10 Drops quickly 
reached the top of Russian hit lists, and by 2000 the band was headlining major Rus-
sian rock festivals such as those organized by the Nashe and Maximum radio sta-
tions. Petkun has branched out into other areas as well, playing Quasimodo in the 
musical Notre-Dame de Paris in 2003, which garnered him fame throughout Russia. 
Nevertheless, he remains the leader of a band that manages to unite the two Russian 
capitals with a bit of rock and a bit of roll.

Tochka Club, 
August 23, 22:30

NuNote Lounge Festival 

To those unfamiliar with lounge music, the name may evoke images of a guy in a 
stained powder-blue tuxedo doing awful renditions of Sinatra classics. But for Mos-

cow’s NuNote record label, lounge music’s hip and jazzy sounds are perfect for those seek-
ing shelter from the drum-and-bass-dominated club scene. In 2006, the fi rst international 
lounge music festival under the direction of the then-young NuNote Label was held. Or-
ganizers admitted their surprise at the notice the event received in a Moscow that was 
already overfl owing with a myriad of events. Pleased with its success, they decided to 
make it an annual fi xture, inviting musicians from Russia and abroad to participate. Th is 
year, you can say bye-bye to summer while relaxing to such bands as: Gus Gus (Iceland), 
Pauline London (Italy), Mezzoforte (Iceland), Bonobo DJ Set (Great Britain), and Kurt 
Maloo (Germany). 

Arkhangelskoye Mansion, 
August 30,  14:00–22:30
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Editor’s Choice 
Galleries and Exhibitions

Galleries’ Picnic at the Pirogovo Reservoir
Modern art in Russia always seems to fi nds itself in unusual spaces. Th is summer, while yachts are 
away from one of the storage pavilions at Pirogovo, located at the reservoir of the Klyazma River, 11 
art galleries from Moscow are arranging an art picnic. Th e cooperative project, named “Meandr,” will 
be protected from wind and rain by architect Yury Avvakumov’s constructions that are reminiscent 
of wooden dacha-style fences that are cut into designs with stylish lighting. Each of the pavilions is 
decorated in a unique style and houses an exhibition by a diff erent artist. While critics complain that 
the event is too commercial, organizers say that the project has nothing to do with capital gains. Re-
gardless of the criticism, the exhibitions are sure to be a fi ne combination of a visit to an art gallery and 
a stroll beyond Moscow’s Garden Ring. 

Futurism at the Pushkin Museum
It is ironic that next year, museums around the world will be celebrating the 100th 
anniversary of Futurism. In his Futurist Manifesto, published in 1908, Italian poet Filippo 
Marinetti argues for the need to “close off  every bridge to the past, destroy the museums, 
the libraries, and every type of academy.” Th is idea was quickly adopted by avant-garde 
artists, who were fi nally able to free themselves from the shackles of the past and dive 
headlong into the future. Futurism’s ripples were felt in painting and other studio arts as 
well as fi lm and theater, and the movement was particularly popular in Italy and Russia. 
Italian Futurism brings to mind the names of Marinetti, Balla, Boccioni, Russolo, Carra, 
while in Russia, such names as Mayakovsky, Khlebnikov, Goncharova, Larionov, and 
Malevich are associated with the Futurist movement. 

Pirogovo Reservoir
Th rough October 15

Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts, 
Th rough August 30

Open 10:00–18:00 (except Monday)

Time of the Gypsies
While “gypsy life” has long had a romantic image in music and literature, an authentic  
glimpse into Roma society is diffi  cult for outsiders to come by. Photographer Lyalya 
Kuznetsova is one of the few to have recorded images of the close-knit Roma com-
munity of the former Soviet Union. Born to a Muslim Tatar family in Kazakhstan, her 
fi rst exposure to Romany culture was through a Roma family that lived in her neigh-
borhood when she was growing up. As an adult, she turned to photography as a second 
career, and it is her collection of photographs of another Roma family she met while 
traveling across the USSR that established Kuznetsova’s place as an accomplished pho-
tographer.Pobeda Gallery (Winzavod), 

Th rough August 23
Open 12:00–20:00 (except Monday)

Th e Private Collection of Ekaterina Rozhdestvenskaya
Th e daughter of poert Robert Rozhdestvensky, Ekaterina Rozhestvenskaya worked as transla-
tor before picking up a camera and taking photographs that were regularly featured in the 
magazine Caravan of Stories magazine. Her Private Collection series presents photographs 
of famous Russians executed in a style reminiscent of paintings on canvas, an idea that came 
to Rozhdestvenskaya when she noticed that some of her acquaintances resembled characters 
in the works of Old Masters. Th e work of stylists, artists, decorators, and the photographer 
herself is so fi ne that the photographs convey an authenticiy approaching that of the origi-
nals. Rozhdestvenskaya’s pictures reference a wide range of artistic styles and periods, from 
Vermeer’s Girl with a Pearl Earring to postcards from the 1920s, all inspired by the honesty 
of the lens.

See page 5 for venue information.

Manezh, 
Th rough August 30
Open 10:00–20:00 (except Monday)
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This Month in History

August 1, 1914: 
Germany declares war on Russia.

Following the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, the Austro-
Hungarian Empire issued the July Ultimatum to Serbia, demanding, 
among other things, the right to participate in the investigation into 
the assassination. When Serbia refused, Austria-Hungary declared war 
on July 28, 1914. Coming to Serbia’s aid, Russia began to mobilize its 
army, which prompted Germany’s declaration of war on Russia. Th e 
economic and political strain caused by the war provoked social and 
political unrest in Russia, eventually leading to the Revolution of 1917. 
Had Russia not joined World War I, its 20th-century history might have 
followed a diff erent path.

August 3, 1980: 
Th e closing ceremonies of the 1980 Moscow Summer Olympic Games are held.

Fitted with numerous new sporting complexes built for the 203 events, Moscow rolled out 
the red carpet to visiting athletes competing in the fi rst-ever Games hosted by a communist 
country. A U.S.-led boycott reduced the number of participating nations to 80, the lowest 
number since 1956, but there were other records set at the Games as well. For example, 
gymnast Aleksandr Dityatin medaled in every men’s gymnastics event to become the fi rst 
athlete to win eight medals in a single Olympics. In addition, 21 percent of the competing 
Olympians were women, more than in any previous Games.

August 7, 1938: 
Konstantin Stanislavsky dies.

Stanislavsky sought to have all of his characters performed as “truthfully” as pos-
sible, rejecting the artifi cial reproduction of emotion. To this end, he developed 
innovative acting techniques, and  in 1897 cofounded the Moscow Art Th eater 
with Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko as a vehicle to bring their “realistic” 
method to Moscow audiences. One of the theater’s fi rst staged performances was 
Th e Seagull, although playwright Anton Chekhov was not happy with the choice, 
opining that he wanted a more experienced troupe to perform his new work. Th e 
play was met with critical acclaim and validated Stanislavsky’s method and the 
Moscow Art Th eater’s place in modern theater. 

August 15, 1893: 
Th e Tretyakovsky Gallery opens.

At age 24, with the dream of a Russian national gallery in mind, Pavel 
Tretyakov, began to acquire art. To accommodate his expanding col-
lection, he repeatedly remodeled his home, which he opened to the 
public. In 1892, Tretyakov donated the collection as well as his home to 
the city of Moscow, thus fulfi lling his dream of a Russian national gal-
lery. Today, the Tretyakov Gallery contains more than 130,000 exhib-
its and is still one of Moscow’s most popular attractions for residents 
and visitors alike.  

Image courtesy of www.1tvrus.com
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This Month in History

August 22, 1552: 
Tsar Ivan the Terrible lays siege to Kazan.

Located at the confl uence of the Volga and Kazanka rivers, Kazan, capital of 
the Tatar Empire, was crucial to control of the region. Previous attempts to lay 
siege to the city in 1547 and 1549 had failed, but in 1552 Ivan the Terrible tried 
again, arriving this time with over 150,000 troops, a host of cannons, and a bat-
tery-tower. His preparation paid off : With Kazan’s walls in ruins, the Russians 
stormed the city and overwhelmed the Tatar defenders on October 2. Kazan is 
still a major industrial, commercial and cultural center and remains the most 
important center of Tatar culture in the Russian Federation.

August 19, 1936: 
Th e Moscow Trials begin.

As his paranoia increased, Joseph Stalin began to move against other Party 
leaders whom he saw as a threat to his power. Accused of collusion in a 
Western, capitalist conspiracy to assassinate Stalin and destroy the Soviet 
Union, such prominent fi gures of the October Revolution as Grigory 
Zinoviev, Lev Kamenev, and 16 others were tried and exectued. Th e verdicts 
were publicly justifi ed by coerced confessions and used as pro-Stalin pro-
paganda. More arrests, trials, and executions followed, marking the early 
stages of what would become known as the Great Purges. It was not until 
Nikita Khrushchev’s de-Stalinization in the 1950s that the Moscow Trials 
were fi nally acknowledged publically as show trials.

August 23, 1941: 
Th e Luft waff e begins fi rebombing Stalingrad.

At 18:00 on August 23, 1942, over 2,000 Nazi aircraft  began 
dropping incendiary bombs over Stalingrad, killing, by some 
counts, over 25,000 civilians. Initially, German forces took con-
trol of much of the city and encircled the Soviet army. Facing 
defeat, Stalin adopted the slogan “Not a step back!” urging sol-
diers and civilians to “turn every building into a fortress.” Th e 
Soviets’ redoubled eff orts, combined with the Russian winter, 
halted the German advance, and on February 2, 1943, the Nazi 
army surrendered. Th e Soviet victory at Stalingrad marked a 
turning point for the Allies in World War II. 

August 31, 1935: 
Alexei Stakhanov mines 102 tons of coal.

Alexei Stakhanov became a national hero and a champion of socialist labor in the Soviet 
Union aft er mining 102 tons of coal, 14 times his quota, in one shift . His achievement led 
to the Stakhanovite Movement and a new era of communist labor competition. As part of 
the Second Five-Year Plan in 1935, Stakhanovism spread to other industries. Workers, who 
achieved Stakonovite feats were honored with medals in recognition of their service to the 
Party and their contributions to the  building of communism. During the fi rst years of the 
Stakhanovite Movement, Soviet authorities claimed signifi cant increases in industrial pro-
ductivity. 

— Compiled by Drew Ingersoll



Lu Xun’s short story 
“Th e Diary of a 

Madman” is a compel-
ling and well-craft ed tale 
which, as the title sug-
gests, forms the diary of 
a madman. One other 
character, the narrator, 

appears in the opening paragraphs and tells of his happen-
ing upon this unfortunate man’s diary and of his diagno-
sis of his old friend’s suff ering from a “form of persecution 
complex.” Madness can be both intriguing and repulsive, 
and this idea draws the reader into discovering what the 
ramblings of this madman will produce and wondering just 
how far he will go.

Th e diarist begins by displaying mild paranoia and a certain 
level of delicate beauty in his observations. However, aft er the 
whisperings and the stares of villagers, this soon descends 
into the terrifying fear that everyone wants to eat him. Th is 
notion, which begins with a mother shouting, “I am so angry 
I could eat you!” off ers a shock. He believes his time has come 

to die or to eat. His insanity boils over and he hides away, 
unable to eat at all as he “could not tell whether the slippery 
morsels were fi sh or human fl esh…”

Lu Xun is known as the godfather of modern Chinese lit-
erature. He was one of the fi rst who began to use the writ-
ten baihua language, a vernacular form of Chinese, and this 
was not his only revolutionary idea. Heavily infl uenced by the 
style of Russian short story master Nikolai Gogol, author of a 
novella with the same title, Xun’s “Th e Diary of a Madman” 
focuses on one man’s growing fear of cannibalism. 

Yet is he really mad? Lu Xun could be referring to the docu-
mented cases of cannibalism during the Taiping Rebellion, 
when beef and pork were rare but human meat could be found 
in abundance instead.

It is easy to see this short story as a form of social com-
mentary of the time and as Lu Xun’s desire to highlight the 
problems of his pre revolutionary “man-eating society,” but I 
believe it is an all-consuming read in its own right.

Find more literature by Lu Xun at www.shelterbelt.com. 
Taken from the collection Call to Arms Collection, trans-

lated by Yang Xianyi and Gladys Yang. — Claire Marsden

A Savory Tale of Madness

Kinotavr Film Festival
Kinotavr, Russia’s main domestic fi lm festival, which 

took place in the Black Sea resort town of Sochi for the 
19th time from June 7 to 15, largely refl ected — just as orga-
nizers hoped it would — the situation in the domestic fi lm 
industry.

First, the gap between the commercial and non-commercial 
cinema is becoming wider. More precisely speaking, it is less a 
gap than two parallel worlds of fi lm production. Commercial 
movies like the comedy Samy Luchshy Film [Th e Best Movie 
Ever] easily draws crowds to theaters, while non-mainstream 
fi lms have a hard time fi nding domestic theatrical distribu-
tion. Even though Kinotavr tries to embrace the entire spec-
trum of fi lms made in Russia — the inclusion of the $10 mil-
lion Novaya Zemlya [Terra Nova], a dystopian action fi lm set 
in 2013, testifi es to this — the majority of the festival’s main 
selections fall into the “art house” category. Of these, only 
Oksana Bychkova’s Plyus Odin [Plus One] has any prospects 
of doing well at the box offi  ce, many observers say.

And there is nothing terribly wrong with that. Even in 
countries that have the most advanced fi lm industries, some 
movies are made for mass audiences while others are intended 
primarily for festival goers and cinephiles. So if that’s how the 
Russian industry breaks, it’s perfectly fi ne.

Of greater concern is the quality of the movies at this year’s 
Kinotavr, which — as the organizers tout — are supposed to 
be the best fi lms made in Russia. A look at the some of the 
prize-winning fi lms in Sochi, then, will give a sense of the 
state of the best the industry has to off er. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the main prize went to a fi lm by 
a fi rst-time feature director. Shultes, written and directed by 
Bakur Bakuradze, is a slow-paced crime drama about Lyosha 
Shultes, a twenty-something Muscovite who works as a track 

coach and moon-
lights as a small-
time pickpocket. 
Gradually, the audi-
ence learns Shultes 
suff ers from mem-
ory loss as a result 
of a car accident years earlier. Unfortunately, this revelation 
simply serves to muddle the story. Aft er all, life in contempo-
rary Moscow off ers enough to confuse and disorient a charac-
ter whose memory is intact. So, the viewer never knows what 
to attribute Shultes’ diffi  culties to — the amnesia or what 
we all know is just part of existence in the Russian capital. 
Still, this movie conforms to the current European arthouse 
trends, and as such it has received some international expo-
sure: It premiered at Cannes in May.

More dynamic and controversial is Yuriev Den [Yuriev Day] 
by Kirill Serebrennikov, who won Kinotavr’s best director 
prize two years ago for his fi lm Izobrazhaya Zhertvu [Playing 
the Victim]. Yuriev Den tells the story of prosperous Moscow 
opera diva Lyubov (Kseniya Rappoport), who returns with 
her adult son to her hometown about 200 kilometers from 
the capital to say a symbolic goodbye to her birthplace before 
moving to Germany. Th e fi lm shocks the audience with its 
graphic depiction of squalor, poverty, and degradation in the 
small town, and it probably deserved more than recognition 
than just the best actress award to Rappoport.

Th ese two fi lms are among the few that take on the subject of 
contemporary reality, seeking to analyze and explain it. Most 
others — deliberately or not — avoid this endeavor entirely. 
And this fact, many at Kinotavr agreed, is one of the most acute 
problems facing current domestic cinema. — Vladimir Kozlov

Cinema, Books & Music
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Moscow International Film Festival

For quite a few years now, the 
Moscow International Film 

Festival (MIFF) has been said 
to be “in transition” and “in 
the search of an identity.” Th ese 
comments apply to the most 
recent fest, which took place 
from June 19 to 28.

Although technically MIFF 
is considered to be an A-level 
festival, formally putting it 

in the same league as, say, Venice or Cannes, there is still a 
long way to go before the Moscow festival fi nds its niche on 
today’s international fi lm festival arena and earns a positive 
reputation.

Its heyday was during the Perestroika years, when, rid-
ing the wave of international interest in everything Soviet, 
it became an important fi lm event for a few years. Today, 
however, it is an average festival that cannot even success-
fully compete for the status of Eastern and Central Europe’s 
main fest, losing that title to the Karlovy Vary International 
Film Festival in the Czech Republic. Many of the best-known 
directors — even those from Eastern and Central Europe 
— prefer to send their movies elsewhere, making the MIFF’s 
main selection look dull.

Th is was true in Moscow this year, where the main selec-
tions included a few good fi lms and some mediocre stuff , 
but nothing really striking or provocative that might have 
sparked debate about which fi lm would walk away with the 
main prize, the Golden St. George. Th e only question that 

lent the festival a little excitement was whether the trend of 
awarding one or more of its main prizes to a Russian entry 
would continue this year.

It didn’t, which is probably good as many people in recent 
years were dissatisfi ed to see mediocre domestic movies 
awarded MIFF’s main prizes. Th is time around, the jury, 
headed by Swedish actress and director Liv Ullmann, elected 
to award the Golden St. George to Be Hamin Sadegi [As Simple 
as Th at] by Iranian director Reza Mir Karimi, a simple story 
about a day in the life of an Iranian housewife.

While the latter choice may be debatable, the best director 
prize went to what was indisputably one of the most interest-
ing and well-made movies at the festival, Zift , by Bulgarian 
fi rst-time feature director Javor Gardev. Th e black-and-white 
criminal comedy/drama is a funny and imaginative mixture 
of neo-noir and Sots Art that tells the story of a small-time 
criminal released from prison into the new world of late 1950s 
totalitarian Sofi a.

Th e best actor prize went to American Richard Jenkins for 
his role in Tom McCarthy’s Th e Visitor, a movie about the 
unlikely friendship between a college professor from subur-
ban Connecticut and a couple of illegal immigrants. 

Italian actress Margherita Buy collected the best actress 
award for her performance in Giorni e Nuvole [Days and 
Clouds] by Silvio Soldini, the story of a woman facing a crisis 
aft er her businessman husband goes broke.

Th e only Russian fi lm to win a prize was Katya Shagalova’s 
Odnazhdy v provintsii [Once Upon a Time in the Provinces],” 
which was recognized by the international fi lm critics asso-
ciation, FIPRESSI.   — Vladimir Kozlov

Damon Albarn (former front man of UK band Blur) is 
famous for his contribution to the Brit Pop movement 

in the 1990s. Although many of their tracks are nearly 15 
years old, their music continues to be a fi rm favorite and 
dance fl oor-fi ller in any indie nightclub worth its salt. 
Albarn, however, is not a man to rest on his laurels. He has 
had his fi ngers in many pies since a supposed messy split 
with Blur: charity work; a number of notable collabora-
tions; not- so-great fi lm roles; and, most famously, the joint 
creation of the crew of crazy cartoon characters Murdoc, 
2D, Russel, and Noodle, better known as the animated 
band Gorillaz. His latest venture is the production of the 
BBC theme music for the broadcast of the Beijing Olympic 
Games. 

Th is new project came off  the back of his and fellow 
Gorillaz collaborator Jamie Hewlett’s production of Monkey: 
Journey to the West. Albarn was responsible for the lyrics and 
Hewlett the visuals of this “circus opera,” which was writ-

ten and directed by Chen 
Shi-Zheng. 

Th is 400-year-old 
Chinese tale is trans-
formed into a feat of tech-
nological excellence fi t for 
a 21st-century audience 
as it presents a plethora 
of contrasts: old and new, sight and sound, East and West. 
It mixes the ancient arts of acrobatics, singing, and danc-
ing with Gorillaz- style animation and mind-blowing video 
projection. To match the quality of Hewlett’s design, Albarn 
combined traditional Chinese instruments with modern ones 
to produce a unique sound.

In addition to the backlog of albums by Blur and 
Gorillaz available for sale on the Internet, you can enjoy 
free clips of the making of Monkey: Journey to the West on 
YouTube. — Claire Marsden



When Nikita Khrushchev visited the art exhibition at 
Manezh on December 1, 1962, and excoriated the 

artists for being “abstractionists,” what he didn’t know was that 
there wasn’t a genuine abstractionist among the bunch. Lev 
Kropivnitsky, for example, one of the country’s main pioneers 
of abstract art, realized that to participate in the exhibit would 
be tantamount to espousing the Soviet socialist realist tradi-
tion and would thus compromise his individuality. For this 
reason, he did not display his work at Manezh that day.

Kropivnitsky had acquired 
that kind of wisdom in Stalin’s 
gulags, where a conformist 
regime taught him creative 
independence. 

During World War II he was 
badly wounded and spent a 
year recuperating in hospitals 
aft er nine operations. Following the war, he continued his 
studies at the Institute of Applied and Decorative Art. A year 
later, he was arrested of “plotting Stalin’s assassination” and 
sentenced along with 10 of his fellow students to 10 years in 
the gulag. 

A self-portrait has survived from this period. Kropivnitsky 
did it with colored pencils on a sheet of paper the size of a 
postcard and sent it to his parents. When the camp’s super-
intendent intercepted the letter and ordered Kropivnitsky to 

make it more “optimistic,” the artist added a tie. Satisfi ed that 
the new accessory gave the drawing the requisite optimism, 
the superintendent allowed the portrait to be sent.

When Kropivnitsky fi nally returned home in 1956, he 
discovered that the art world had not only undergone a 
thaw but had, in fact, reached a boil in both Moscow and 
the town of Dolgoprudny where his parents (who were artists 
as well) lived. In Dolgoprudny, Lev’s father had surrounded 
himself with free-thinking artists and poets. Moscow’s non-

conformist elite would gather 
in Lianozovo to commune and 

create. Later this group of 
artists would acquire the name 
the Lianozovo School. 

Very soon Lev Kropivnitsky 
became a leader of the 
Moscow art world and the 

father of the country’s abstract painting with his innovative 
non-fi gurative compositions. He would recollect later that 
this was an attempt to purify himself from the horrors of 
the labor camps, which dominated his mind for some time. 
Later on, Kropivnitsky’s creativity self-expression took 
other forms, such as graphic works, illustrations, and mystic 
expressionism, as well.

 To reproduce the deformed world of the camps, one had 
to invent a special artistic language as none of the existing 
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Th e Versatile Talent of Lev 
text Olga Slobodkina-von Brømssen

Art History

Self-portrait
1964

Year of the Horse
1971

Converter of Life
1962

In Stalin’s gulags, Kropivnitsky 
learned creative independence 
from a conformist regime. 



idioms was equal to the task, and realism was completely 
out of the question. In the mid 1960s, the artist’s palette 
was quite severe and laconic — an expressive symphony of 
painting asceticism, a kingdom of gray color with its subtle 
harmonies, hues, and transitions from white to black. In his 
paintings the horrible and the chimerical rubbed shoulders 
with skepticism, irony, and ingenuity. Th e symbolic images 
of huge wistful cats, bulls’ faces, scarabs, nuns, and beaked 
creatures appeared on the canvas regardless of the laws of 
space and time. Each painting expressed a spirituality and a 
human soul that has no top or bottom, defying gravity. 

One of his pictures was fi lled with images of bulls’ heads 
with phallic horns and amazingly intelligent expressions. 
Th e picture was interpreted as an embodiment of dark sexu-
ality, the overwhelming power of animal eroticism, and the 
triumph of non-spiritual nature over the humiliated spirit. 

However, according to the “laws” of Soviet absurdity these 
relationships between life and the spirit were perceived diff er-
ently. One Party functionary viewed in the painting Two 
Bulls something more tangible than the apotheosis of blind 
passion. To the mind of the Soviet ideologue, the painting 
was not about an abstract force that drives the real world and 
its historic processes but specifi c, concrete individuals with 
their everyday needs. So Lev Kropivnitsky was accused of 
allusion and caricaturism, a desire to cast aspersions on the 
Communist Party.

His workshop at 18 Staraya Basmannaya Ulitsa was a gath-
ering place for many in the creative set, and Kropivnitsky was 
known as a great host. An astrologist, Kropivnitsky would oft en 
perform astrological analyses of his visitors. He would entertain 
his guests by accompanying himself on guitar while singing 
romances or by reciting original poetry, which was an exten-
sion of his paintings and graphics. He would talk about eternity 
compared to which everyday social life became ephemeral. At a 
table fi lled with food, his guests could discuss everything from 
the architecture of the Middle Ages to African rites, from cigar-
making techniques to the secrets of the Knights Templar. Th ose 
meetings at Lianozovo were samples of freedom — civil, creative, 
spiritual — that destroyed the stereotypes of clichéd thinking.

But war and gulags had taken their toll on Kropivnitsky’s 
health: On May 26, 1994, he died at the age of 71. During 
his lifetime Lev Kropivnitsky was a classic; aft er his death 
he became a legend of Russian non-conformism. More of 
an esthetic than a political nonconformist, he never meant 
to disclose the ugliness of life directly. In this way his legacy 
transcends time and place to become universal. 

Th ough most of his works have been dispersed among foreign 
museums and collections, his wife and daughter, Galina and 
Natalia Kropivnitsky, have kept their own collection. In 2004 
the Tretyakov Gallery on Krymsky Val held a memorial exhi-
bition that included paintings from its own collection as well as 
from the collection of the artist’s family.   P
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Composition
1964

Golgotha
1989
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Established in 1896, Sochi is one of Russia’s largest cities on 
the Black Sea, with a population of more than 300,000. 

A plethora of sanatoria were built here during the 1940s and 
1950s, making Sochi the most popular resort in the former 
Soviet Union. Sochi used to be a paradise of rest and recu-
peration both for the Politburo and the people; the politicians 
went the way of the Soviet Union, but the people are still very 
much here. Despite the lure of foreign travel, over 3 million 
Russian holidaymakers descend on this semi-tropical resort 
each year. And now, with the coming 2014 Winter Olympics, 
the politicians are returning and Sochi is about to change.

I fi rst visited Sochi three years ago, much to the surprise 
and disbelief of my Russian friends. “Why do you want to go 
there?” inquired one incredulously. “You would be much bet-
ter to go on holiday to Croatia or Turkey.”  Being relatively 
new to Russia, and wanting a taste of the “Soviet Experience,” 
I headed south to the Caucasus. I stayed at Sanatorium Rus, 
which was built in 1954 for the Soviet political elite. During 
the Soviet era, diff erent trades and professions were segregated 
and housed in separate sanatoria. Like much of Sochi’s Stalinist 
architecture — such as the railway station that was designed 
by Alexander Dushkin (famous for Moscow metro stations 
such as Kropotkinskaya and Mayakovskaya) — Sanatorium 
Rus is a magnifi cent and truly colossal palace of arches, reliefs, 
and columns, all set in manicured gardens of palm trees that 
sweep down to the sea. Th e inside, apart from the grandeur 
of the marble-columned and chandelier-festooned dining 
room, was less than magnifi cent. White-coated workers and 
distinctly unhealthy looking clientele wandered around the 
stuff y interior of endless Kafk aesque corridors.

Downtown Sochi, like most regional cities in Russia, has 
been experiencing a construction boom over the last few 

years. Cranes along with partially built and newly shining 
glass buildings loom large, and it seems that this will con-
tinue in Sochi for some time to come if the city is to be able 
to cope with the one million visitors expected for the 2014 
Olympics. Quite where all the hotels, restaurants, and new 
roads that are needed will be built stretches the imagination 
because of the city’s geography; it is wedged between impen-
etrable mountains and the Black Sea. 

Sochi’s pebbled public beach area is full of karaoke ter-
raced restaurants and bars and shops selling the usual array 
of beach holiday products — bikinis, fl ip-fl ops, sunglasses, 
buckets and spades, every conceivable toy a young child could 
want, souvenirs, and all the unnecessary things that people 
buy only when on holiday. Although lacking in sophistication, 
it is disarmingly charming and fun. And on an “excursion” 
to the nearby Mount Akhum, I realized just how beautiful 

Sochi
text and photos Piers Gladstone
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and untouched the surrounding areas are. Th ickly forested 
foothills rise up to the imperious snow-capped mountains of 
the Caucasus range that stretches from the Black Sea to the 
Caspian, and it was this area that I came back to explore on 
my second trip to Sochi last year.

A 40-minute drive from Sochi, Krasnaya Polyana is a sleepy 
village of wooden houses and small hotels that is home to sev-
eral ski runs, about to be awoken by the upcoming Olympics. 
Th is area is where all of the mountain venues for the Games 
will be built. At sunrise, Edik, my Abkhazian guide, took 
me up into the woodlands past the half-built dachas that 
are creeping their way up the mountainside above Krasnaya 
Polyana. Wisps of blue wood smoke and mist thinly veiled 
the scene below, while the dark and featureless pyramid of 
Mount Lachish was dazzlingly backlit by the rising sun. As 
a bright star of sunshine appeared to the left  of the peak, the 
woodland exploded into light as thousands of trees simulta-
neously threw their shadows in symmetrical lines across the 
leafy ground. It was a magical moment that in a few years may 
not be witnessed by the early riser aft er the developers have 
fi nished.

Th e fl oor of the wood was carpeted in dry leaves, underneath 
which lay small and deliciously sweet chestnuts. Here also, 
scattered among the trees of the woodland above Krasnaya 
Polyana, are dolmen: small partially buried man-made walled-
in caves dating from between the 4th millennium and the 2nd 
millennium BC. Th ere is no exact agreement as to what the 
purpose of these caves was or who built them. Th eories from 
prisons to Neolithic fridges have been suggested, but the most 
likely is that they were used as burial chambers, evidenced by 
a body that was found curled in a fetal position inside one dol-
men. Th e word dolmen originates from the Celtic language 
of the Breton of Northern France and means “stone table.” 
Dolmens exist all over Europe, but the Caucasian variety are 
unique because they were built with precisely dressed cyclonic 
stone blocks. Over the centuries, the stone from many of the 
region’s dolmens has been taken for construction of houses, 
but many more lie under the soil, as yet undiscovered, until 
perhaps when the bulldozers arrive.

While there is no doubt that the awarding of the 2014 
Winter Olympics to Sochi is a hugely positive development 
for the area, not to mention Russian pride, there are concerns 
both about the implementation and success of the plans and 
their long-term eff ects on the city and its surrounding envi-
ronment. Everybody I spoke with believed that the Olympics 
will bring much needed investment and jobs to the area — 
one only has to travel a few kilometers north of the city to see 
abandoned and dilapidated resorts and sanatoria, crumbling 
concrete monuments to a time of former glory and social 
desire. Many voiced concerns over corruption but accepted 
this as par for the course. And, while it is unlikely that either 
the elite or the foreign-holidaying Russians of today will be 
tempted to come to Sochi, it seems that the 2014 Olympics 
may well restore Sochi to its former Soviet glory in the minds 
of people.  P

Information
Several airlines fl y to Sochi from Moscow, including Aerofl ot.
Th e pale yellow 1930s Hotel Primorskaya at 1 Ul. Sokolova is 
a good mid-range hotel right in the center, close to the beach. 
Rooms start at around 1000 rubles per night.
For a taste of the Caucasus, feast under the trees at Old Bazaar.

Sunset fi shing at Sochi’s port

A dolmen in the woods above Krasnaya Polyana



You would need to have been living 
as a nomad for the last four years 

not to know that Beijing will be host-
ing the Olympic Games this year. Yet 
the “northern” capital wasn’t always 
China’s capital — Nanjing, Luoyang, 
Xi’an, Kaifeng, Hangzhou, and Anyang 
have all had claims on the title in 
China’s oft en turbulent history. Nor 
has there always been unanimity on 
Beijing’s name, even apart from the 
“Peking” mistransliteration that was in 
offi  cial use for years. Marco Polo called 

the city Cumbuluc, his own render-
ing of its Mongolian name, Khan-baliq 
[“Khan-Residence”] — it was, aft er all, 
a city re-established by Mongolian con-
querors who eventually used it as a base 
to retake their own country. In Chinese 
it was called Dadu [“the great city”] 
until the Ming Dynasty fell in 1644 and 
was superceded by the Manchu invad-
ers who established the Qing Dynasty, 
ruling a newly-unifi ed China from 
their capital, Beijing. Th e Qing emper-
ors were so security-conscious that they 

built a city-within-a-city as the nerve 
center of their empire, to which access 
was forbidden to all but the power-
wielding elite.

Of course, there are many people 
(pretty much the entire non-Beijing 
population of China) who will tell you 
that Beijing, tucked in a remote north-
ern corner of the country, away from 
food supplies or even adequate fresh 
water, is in the worst possible location 
for a capital. It’s one of the few world 
cities not built on or near a major river. 
Much of China has temperate winters, 
but visitors from Moscow will have all 
the right winter clothes to deal with the 
near-Siberian temperatures.

However, things have moved on quite a 
bit since 1644, and if you head for Beijing 
hoping to see pagodas and paddy fi elds, 
you’ll be disappointed. (If you are seek-
ing “old China,” try Xi’an — a marvelous 
medieval city in its own right, quite apart 
from those famous terra cotta warriors. 
Or better still, head for Guilin). In fact 
visitors from Moscow will fi nd a capital 
city reinventing itself, with a large cer-
emonial square (complete with mauso-
leum — Mao’s, in this case) and huge 
walled citadel adjacent — enough déjà 
vu to make you feel comfortably at home. 
Th e square, of course, is Tienanmen, 
and the citadel is the Forbidden City, 

Beijing
text and photos Neil McGowan
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but surrounding them these days is 
a landscape of high-rise mirror-glass 
corporate headquarters and hotels that 
refl ect the assertive confi dence of the 
new colossus of world trade. 

But you can still fi nd pockets of 
Cumbuluc that Marco Polo would rec-
ognize. Protection orders (frequently 
disobeyed, unfortunately) have pre-
served at least some of the old Hutongs, 
the narrow streets of low-rise, glazed-
roof former homes of those who worked 
in the Imperial Service. Some sightsee-
ing tours off er to take you inside these 
now-gentrifi ed homes, built on the 
Middle Eastern model with their invit-
ing inner courtyards. Others have even 
been converted into hotels, although be 
prepared to trade authentic atmosphere 
and super location for a room that else-
where would count as a closet. Some 
conversions are better than others. A 
more pricey but successful format off ers 
two adjacent hutong rooms as a mini-
suite. Th e word “hutong” dates back 
to Polo’s time visiting the Mongolian 
Khan, and is a Chinese corruption of 
hottog, the Mongolian word for “well,” 
but in most of these modern hotel-con-
versions, there’s a modern en suite bath-
room, even if it’s very cramped.

Other elements of “old Beijing” you 
shouldn’t miss are the Lama Temple 
(despite some twisted truths about 
Buddhism in today’s PRC in the exhibi-
tion there), the Confucian Temple, and 
the Temple Of Heaven — where the 

emperors gave thanks for successful har-
vests. Slightly less swarming with tour-
ists is the Summer Palace — especially 
if you take the chance to stride off  into 
the ornamental gardens further from 
the tour-group-infested palace complex 
itself. Another chance to interface with 
the Asian ornamental garden is Behai 
Park, which comes alive with court-
ing couples and families out for a stroll 
once evening falls. Brace yourself for 
the Forbidden City — being unmissable 
means every visitor to Beijing converges 
on it, so it’s worth going early — there’s 
a huge amount within its walls to cover, 
not least the ceremonial temples and 
palace buildings that were the corridors 
of both power and private life for the 
Qing emperors.

However, all around you is the mod-
ern metropolis that’s more than a capi-
tal — it’s the physical embodiment of 
China’s aspiration to rejoin the club 
of respected nations, and this plea to 
be taken seriously as a modern nation 
shouldn’t be ignored. Dining out is 
the favorite evening pastime for visi-
tors, and all of China’s many cuisines… 
plus some rather dodgy versions of 
world eating… are on off er. Afunti (166 
Chaonei Dajie, tel. 010/6525-1071) is an 
unashamedly modern take on Uighur 
cuisine and entertainment, but it’s great 
fun — you eat at huge tables (expect to 
share with others), on which there’ll 
certainly be traditional Uighur dancing 
later. It’s in a traditional hutong area 
too. Fangshang Imperial Restaurant 
(on the lake at Behai Park, tel. 010/6401-
1889, booking essential) off ers tradi-
tional Beijing cuisine in a restaurant 
that’s been serving it since 1925. If 
you’d prefer a more cosmopolitan take 
on nightlife, the city authorities have 
been busy “improving” (i.e., demolish-
ing) the old “bar street” favored by visi-
tors in time for the Olympics, but most 
of the main establishments have moved 
to a new area where you can fi nd them 
all together. Bei Sanlitun Nan is home 
to the Poacher’s Bar, Fish Nation, Kai 
Club, but most of all to Th e Tree (for-
merly known as Th e Hidden Tree, but 
as Belgian expat owner Patrick wryly 
mentions, “it’s not hidden anymore at 
the new address”). Featuring a pizza 
oven imported from Italy (an entire 
anecdote in itself), the Tree also off ers 
imported Belgian beers, all correctly 
served in the right glasses.  
However, it’s in the range of slick 

and metro-chic hotels that Beijing’s 

reborn image can be most clearly seen 
and experienced. China has long been 
known for reliable but dull, modern 
box-hotels that have substituted ser-
vice for a baffl  ing array of free dispos-
able combs, shampoos, and slippers 
that would send eco-warriors howling 
in frustration. Th e news is that China 
has woken up to the boutique hotel. 
Hotel Kapok (16 Donghuamen Street, 
Dongcheng District) is a great example 
of modern designer interiors conve-
niently located within a short walk of 
the Forbidden City.

And yes…Th e Games. Unless you 
have a ticket already, it’s really all over 
and best watched on TV, especially as 
hotels are more overbooked than 
Galilee in the time of King Herod. 
However, the cheerful knock-on is that 
the facelift  for public transport and 
infrastructure will remain as a benefi t 
to visitors long aft er the Games them-
selves have come and gone.  P

GOOD TO KNOW:
All visitors to China require a visa. A visa 
support is needed until the Games are 
over, but any hotel confi rmation would be 
accepted. Aerofl ot and Air China fl y daily 
longhaul to Beijing from Moscow. Beijing 
is also the fi nal stop on both the Trans-
Manchurian Railway (8 days/7 nights ex-
Moscow) and the Trans-Mongolian Rail-
way (7 days/6 nights ex-Moscow).
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Like a fellow traveler, the Moscow metro has suff ered, along 
with its city, through all the vagaries of Russian history. It 

bears traces of that history in the architecture of its stations 
and the design of its trains. Overloaded and overcrowded to 
what seems like the bursting point, much like the city itself, 
the Moscow metro slogged through the slow collapse of per-
estroika, groaned through the neglectful ‘90s, and reeled from 
the terrorist bombings of the early 21st century. And, like the 
rest of Russia, it is now both struggling with and benefi ting 
from the economic boom pushing the country’s economy for-
ward, with new plans for expansion, new stations opening, 
and an even higher demand being placed on its amazingly effi  -
cient, but increasingly antiquated, lines. It’s incredible that the 
Moscow metro system — one of the world’s busiest with 6.8 
million riders daily and trains arriving every 60 seconds dur-
ing peak hours — is run manually using signaling techniques 
almost as old as some of the historical stations themselves. 

An integral part of the metro’s expansion plans has been the 
development of the Butovskaya Light Rail, a pilot version of 
a scheme to extend the current metro system beyond MKAD 
while avoiding expensive tunneling. However, the viability of 
this new system is limited for a number of reasons. First, con-
struction of the line has proved more expensive than antici-
pated, going well over budget. In addition, problems with the 
new system ranging from poor station design to longer waits 
between trains have led to signifi cant customer dissatisfaction. 
Th e line’s above-ground fl yover system heavily impacts the sur-
rounding environment, and noise complaints and unexpected 

retrofi ts have resulted in the canceling of future light metro 
projects, including the Solntsevskaya Light Metro Line, which 
had been planned to open in 2006. Th ere is currently even talk 
of dismantling the Butovskaya Light Rail and replacing it with 
a more traditional extension of the metro itself.

One positive result of the line, however, was the introduction 
of the Rusich trains, built specifi cally to serve this new system 
and thus designed to cope with the harsh above-ground cli-
mate and tighter bends in the track. Th ese quieter, more mod-
ern trains have replaced the old stock on the Filyovskaya (light 
blue) and Arbatsko-Pokrovskaya (dark blue) lines, and hope-
fully will appear on the other metro lines in the years to come. 

Other metro projects are also faring well. Recent years have 
seen the opening of some beautiful new stations as well as the 
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remodeling and upgrading of older ones. In a departure from 
the simple, repetitive designs that dominated the system under 
Khrushchev, today’s Moscow metro, fueled by the economic 
boom in the capital and in the country as a whole, has been 
seeking modern, architecturally impressive designs for its new 
stations and lavishly cladding them, once again, in marble 
from the furthest reaches of the Russian Federation. 

One impressive newcomer, opened in 2003, is Park Pobedy. 
With a platform a full 97 meters below the surface, this is the 
deepest of all Moscow metro stations. Constructed as a trans-
fer point between the Dark Blue Line and the still-unfi nished 
Solntsevskaya Line, this cross-platform complex features a 
pair of underground platforms. Th e two platforms have iden-
tical designs and complementary color schemes: Th e vertical 
faces of the outbound platform are clad in red marble and the 
horizontal in gray, while the inbound platform has exactly 
the opposite. Th e outbound platform features a cartoony, 
retro panel of the Great Patriotic War by Zurab Tsereteli, the 
Moscow artist beloved by some and loathed by others; the 
inbound platform features a similar panel of the War of 1812. 
Since only the inbound platform has an exit vestibule, passen-
gers arriving from the outbound direction must cross the other 
platform before exiting. With completion of the Solntsevskaya 
Line scheduled for 2013, it will be fi ve more years before this 
station is fully functioning. Considering that construction 
on the station began in 1986, that’s a long time to wait for a 
transfer. 

A station that has seen extensive remodeling and is now one 
of the more elegant is Vorobyovy Gory, named for and serv-
ing the nearby elevated section of Sparrow Hills. To provide 
access from both sides of the Moscow River, the station spans 
the entire lower section of the Metromost Bridge, making it, at 
270 meters, the longest station in the Moscow system as well as 
the highest, at 15 meters above ground. One of the few above-
ground stations in the central part of the system, it is also the 
only station with windows, which off er a breathtaking view of 
Sparrow Hills and the Moscow River.

However, this station has a particularly troubled history. 
Opened in 1959 and christened Leninsky Gory, the station’s 
bridge fell into disrepair. By 1984, the corroded and neglected 
condition of the bridge forced the station’s “temporary” clo-
sure, and trains passed through the empty platforms for years 
until the entire bridge was fi nally closed. Th e station would 
never reopen under that name. In 2003, the new Vorobyovy 
Gory opened, with a total length (including exits) of 530 meters 
and clad not in marble but a modern marble-like aluminum 
composite material known as “Alucobond.” Th e station is 
beautifully fi tted on the inside, but perhaps the best view is at 
night from the observation platform of Sparrow Hills, when 
the glowing station is refl ected in the Moscow River and the 
trains can be seen arriving and departing on the eerily fl oat-
ing platform. 

Other notable stations include Mezhdunarodnaya, which 
opened in 2006 on the Filyovskaya Line, and the recently con-
structed new entrances to Mayakovskaya, which gracefully 
blend the old design of the station platform with new tech-
niques and materials. For those of you keeping track of upcom-
ing projects and station openings, http://engl.mosmetro.ru/ 
has a complete guide to current projects.

Th e Moscow metro continues to expand with its indefati-
gable, unique, frustrating, and beautiful city, and everyone 
who rides its trains and relies on its lines to take them where 

they want to go hopes this growth will continue and its future 
will be as bright as its past. And with those words I’ll close the 
last article in my nine-part series on the Moscow metro. 
Happy riding!  P
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The Sporting Life

It’s been an A to Z of Russian sporting success this sum-
mer, from the Ak Bars Kazan attacking trio leading the 

national hockey team to World Championship glory to Zenit 
St. Petersburg lift ing the UEFA Cup. With an impressive Euro 
2008 campaign from the national football team and another 
Euroleague basketball victory for CSKA, it’s no wonder that 
sports lovers from Vyborg to Vladivostok have been eagerly 
anticipating more glory at the Beijing Olympics. Even pop 
singer Dima Bilan’s Eurovision success had a sporting fl avor, 
thanks to top fi gure skater Yevgeny Plushchenko’s turn on the 
ice in Belgrade.

But while Soviet-era sporting success was charged with a 
not-so-subtle political subplot, the new generation of Russian 

champions tells a slightly diff erent story. Far from triumphing 
through confrontation with the international community, the 
new era is more about cooperation with the outside world.

Not convinced? Look at the speed with which Dutch coach 
Hiddink has gone from Guus to Rus, taking the lion’s share of 
the credit for transforming a talented bunch of underachievers 
into serious contenders. Many in the Russian game criticized 
his appointment back in 2006, with former head coach Valery 
Gazzayev insisting that a “Russian patriot” was needed for the 
job. But now Russian football fans are uniting in praise of the 
infl uence of foreign ideas, in between naming their children 
aft er the experienced international boss. 

“He isn’t so close to the system here,” said Nikolai Kuznetzov 
refl ecting on Russia’s performances in the Alps. “He can make 
an objective assessment of the players, without being infl u-
enced by others. Th at makes a real diff erence. He also has a 
foreign view of management, which helps him get more out of 
players. He isn’t worried about making enemies.” Fellow fan 
Alex Delis was still more fulsome: “We are lucky to have our 
coach. He did what Russian coaches can’t and made a team.”

And it’s not just the fans: President Dmitri Medvedev has 
spoken of awarding Hiddink honorary citizenship, while the 
pundits at newspaper Sovietski Sport hailed the Dutchman’s 
achievement with a week-long series of articles entitled “Th e 
Lessons of Hiddink.” 

Ironically, it was Gazzayev’s 2005 UEFA Cup win with CSKA 
that blazed a trail for “legionaries” in Russian football. Six of 
the starting 11 — plus two subs — in the 3-1 fi nal win over 
Porto were from outside Russia, with Brazilians Vagner Love 

Russian Sports Achievements
text Andy Potts
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and Daniel Carvalho providing the heartbeat of the team. But 
the template proved unsustainable: CSKA’s form has dipped 
since, and copycat eff orts at clubs like Dinamo — which ended 
up fi elding an entire team of foreigners during their relegation 
struggle in 2006 — have been unsuccessful. By contrast, last 
year’s champions Zenit retained a Russian core, dominated by 
Euro 2008 hero Andrei Arshavin and UEFA Cup leading scorer 
Pavel Pogrebniak, under the guidance of another Dutchman, 
Dick Advocaat. As Zenit prepares for its fi rst assault on the 
Champions League, this template of carefully selecting top-
notch foreign expertise and blending it with Russia’s best is set 
for another stern test. 

But whatever the outcome next season, the wheels have 
turned dramatically since the days when Russian football 
was exporting talent overseas: By the time the Soviet 1988 
European Championship fi nalists reconvened as the CIS at the 
1992 championships, almost the entire squad was playing in 
Western Europe and the domestic game was stagnating.

In hockey, things are slightly diff erent, of course. Having 
dominated the sport in Soviet times, winning 22 world titles 
under the hammer and sickle, the 1993 triumph of newly 
independent Russia seemed to indicate normal service would 
continue. Few could have imagined that it would be 15 years 
before the trophy returned to Moscow. But once again, the stats 
tell a tale of transformed international relations underpinning 
Russian success.

Th is time there is no foreign coach, no fl ying Dutchman 
or even Canadian transforming a team. National trainer 
and CSKA manager Vyacheslav Bykov is a man steeped in 
the Soviet traditions of ruthlessly effi  cient off ense and rug-
ged defense. Th e change has come in the relative status of the 
Russian Superleague and the megabucks NHL. Back in 1993, 
few of the Russian players had much experience outside of their 
own country. Th ey played as a unit, for the shirt, and reaped 
the rewards.

Market forces shattered this, like so much else in 1990s 
Russia, leading to an exodus of talent. By the time St. Petersburg 
hosted the 2000 hockey championships, where Russia won 
just two games in a truly miserable showing before their own 
fans, most of the national squad was based in North America. 
Meanwhile, Russian clubs lacked the fi nancial clout to lure 
leading players from Europe, nevermind across the ocean. 
With local competition moribund and overseas-based stars 
isolated from their teammates for long periods, the national 
side slumped. Th e Scandinavians and Eastern Europeans, long 
used to seeing the brightest stars leave their national leagues, 
left  the big red machine looking rusty.

But as in football, economic wheels turn and the petro-dol-
lar explosion of the noughties is levelling the trans-Atlantic 
playing fi eld. By the time of the NHL wage strike in 2004, the 
Siberian oil-boom meant that Omsk’s Avangard could lure 
New York Rangers’ Czech star Jaromir Jagr into the depths of 
Siberia, kickstarting new growth in the quality of the domes-
tic game. Steadily the national side reaped the rewards: an 
improved Winter Olympic showing in 2006, bronze medals as 
World Championship hosts in 2007, and May’s dramatic tri-
umph in Canada followed, with the side led by Kazan’s former 
Penguin Alexei Morozov, and supported by Tatarstan club-
mates Denis Zaripov and Sergei Zinoviev.

Not only has the make-up of the squad changed, the lure 
of the NHL has declined. Between 2000 and 2003, the NHL 
draft  regularly involved 30 or more Russians. Th is year it 
was just nine. Th e majority of the World Championship 
squad plays in Russia, and the wealth of the revamped 
Continental Hockey League has forced NHL bosses to issue 
statements playing down the risk of their top stars joining 
an Eastern exodus. Moreover, Russian players now face a 
multinational challenge in their home country — Finnish 
coach Kari Heikkila and Czech forward Zbynek Irgl drove 
Lokomotiv Yaroslavl to the silver medal last season, while 
play-off  semi-fi nalists SKA St. Petersburg are bossed by 
American Barry Smith.

In both these major sports the pattern of post-Soviet perfor-
mance runs parallel to the bigger picture of modern Russia. 
If the ‘90s saw a defeated power struggling to fi nd its way as 
money, talent, and resources leaked westward, the new century 
has delivered a revival. Buoyed by the global energy boom that 
has transformed the nation’s economic fortunes, Russia is in a 
position to renegotiate its world standing. Th e issue of popula-
tion decline, while still signifi cant, has seemingly begun to sta-
bilize, with health minister Tatyana Golikova claiming 2007 
saw the highest birth rate in 25 years. Amid spats with the EU 
and former Soviet states, foreign investment and involvement 
remains high — last year saw a record $80 billion of outside 
cash, despite doom-laden talk of a “new cold war.” No wonder 
Russia’s “feelgood factor” is back. 

For some outside observers, the sight of Russia on the sport-
ing march is another manifestation of a nation bent on nation-
alistic domination. Th e reality is more complex and somewhat 
diff erent. In sport, as in business and politics, it is more a result 
of a recovering power steadily reclaiming its place in the world. 
And doing so with a greater willingness to form partnerships, 
in contrast to the Soviet model,  It may lack the symbolism of 
France’s multicultural World Cup winners in 1998 but the 
underlying impact of Russia’s athletic renaissance may well 
prove greater.  P
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An American in Brussels — and Riga 
and Athens

“Growing up, you only think about 
the NBA. Th at’s what you see on TV,” 
said J.R. Holden over Saturday brunch 
at a trendy Moscow eatery that looked 
like it could have been plucked out of 
New York’s West Village. “And going 
to a smaller university, I didn’t know if 
I would be playing basketball aft er col-
lege. I went to school to get an education 
fi rst. I’ve been fortunate enough to have 
the opportunity to pursue athletics pro-
fessionally. I’m lucky to be able to wake 
up every day and play basketball for a 
living.” 

Holden’s road from his hometown of 
Pittsburgh to Moscow was hardly direct. 
Aft er earning his degree, J.R. turned 
down corporate job off ers to play (and 

win a few championships) in Europe. 
He sees his stints in Latvia, Belgium, 
and Greece as culturally broadening 
and an antidote to closed-mindedness, 
both on and off  the court. 

For example, in the U.S., there is an 
assumption that the best players are 
American or at least play in the NBA. 
But his international experience has 
opened his eyes to how many talented 
players there are in other leagues, he 
says.

More generally, Holden points out, 
“Living in Europe makes you realize 
that it’s not all that diff erent from the 
U.S. You have good areas and bad areas, 
rich and poor, middle-class. Of course, 
in Moscow, there are more extremes 
than in other European cities, especially 
on the rich side.”

Th ere are some diff erences, of course. 
Fans, for example. While some teams, 
like Maccabee Tel Aviv, have large 
followings, games in Europe tend to 
attract smaller crowds than in America. 
But the fans can be crazier and a little 
rowdier than in the U.S., Holden says. 
“It depends on the city and the coun-
try, but I’ve found that the Greek fans 
were some of the craziest. Th ey’ll throw 
things onto the court. You might have 
to duck to avoid getting hit with debris 
thrown from the stands, which wouldn’t 
happen in the States.” 

An Amerikanski in Moscow
It was while visiting Moscow with his 

Belgian team for a game against CSKA 
that Holden fi rst caught the eye of their 
management. Th e next year he played 
in the Greek league, at the time consid-
ered one of Europe’s toughest, and led 
an underdog team to the league cham-
pionship. It was shortly aft erward that 
CSKA made him an off er. 

Now, aft er six years in Moscow, he 
feels pretty comfortable here and has 
a lot of aff ection for the city, which he 
calls his “second home.” 

“I love the city. I’m a city kid, I like 
having a lot of options, being able to go 
out when I want to, no matter the time 
of day. I like that it has a big night life. I 
love that there are so many restaurants. 

Holden Out for An Olympic Medal
text Isabelle Hale
photos courtesy CSKA

During basketball season, American point guard J.R. Holden starts for 
CSKA (pronounced tse-SKA), the Russian Army Team, which he helped 
to win a European championship last May and an all-Russian league 
championship last June. 

Th is month he’ll be with the Russian Olympic Basketball Team when 
they take the court in Beijing this month. 

But don’t you have to be a Russian citizen to play for the Russian Olympic 
team?

Short answer: yes.
Long answer: Read on.
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You can try new food. Moscow is a city 
where you can get almost anything you 
want, if you have a little bit of money.” 

As to Russian culture, he says he’s 
come to appreciate it. “What I particu-
larly like about Russians is that they’re 
straight shooters — pretty up-front and 
honest. And if they don’t like you, they 
let you know. And to me, that’s good 
because you don’t have to play a guess-
ing game.” 

But, he recalls, the adjustment wasn’t 
easy. Although the CSKA organization 
was extremely helpful and supportive, 
there were a lot of little things that were 
tough at the beginning. Getting pulled 
over by the traffi  c police, for example. 
And the unreliable postal system. “And, 
if you’re already a little uncomfortable, 
then those things add up.” 

Now that he feels more comfortable, 
things go more smoothly and the has-
sles don’t bother him anymore. “You 
get pulled over, you pull out your docu-
ments, and it’s a pretty good exchange.” 
And he’s learned to use DHL.

Sure, there are still some off -putting 
things like when the team management 
calls and says to stay indoors because it’s 
Hitler’s birthday. But, he said, “Th ere’s 
racism all around the world. Th ere’s rac-
ism in the States. It’s not like Moscow’s 
the worst on that score.” 

He admits that navigating Moscow 
by car is still tough, so when driving he 
sticks mostly to Leningradsky Prospekt. 
If he strays more than ten minutes from 
that street, he jokes, there’s no chance 
he’ll fi nd his way back.

As far as getting your paycheck, 
though, Holden says Russia has Greece 
beat. “I went three months without a 
paycheck in Greece.” 

However much he enjoys 
Moscow, during the off -season Holden 
goes home to the U.S., where he has a 
daughter. Th is year, because of practice 
with the national team, his U.S. sojourn 
will be a little shorter than usual. 

Th e Russian National Team
So how did Holden end up playing for 

Russia in the Olympics? 
During his fi rst season at CSKA, the 

national team was playing qualifying 
games and struggling. Th e CSKA vice 
president approached him and asked if 
he’d consider helping out. Holden, who 
thought he was joking, replied, “Sure, why 
not? I’m over here in Russia anyway...”

At the beginning of the next sea-
son, Holden’s second in Russia, he was 
shocked when CSKA’s vice president 
told him at practice one day that there 
was a car waiting to take him to pick 
up his Russian passport. Sure enough, 

Vladimir Putin had per-
sonally signed the paper work making 
Holden a Russian citizen. 

Holden kept his U.S. citizenship 
as well and says he’s never used his 
Russian passport, always traveling as an 
American. But he does carry the Russian 
document with him. It comes in par-
ticularly handy, he says, if he’s pulled 
over while driving (along Leningradsky 
Prospekt, of course). 

Of his “countrymen” on the team, he 
says they were very accepting from the 
moment he walked into the gym. “To 
me, it’s a privilege and an honor to be 
asked to represent a country, I don’t care 
what country it is. Th e team was so wel-
coming, made me feel comfortable, let 
me play my role and position. It is very 
touching for me. And for them to accept 
me — being black and not Russian — 
says a lot about their character.”

As for how far the Russian national 
basketball team can go in the Olympics, 
Holden says, “I don’t know. Th ere are a 
lot of good teams. A lot of random 
things would have to go our way. 
Overall, we won’t be one of the top four 
or fi ve basketball teams in Beijing. But 
when you get out there, anything can 
happen. And if you’re that team that 
catches the rhythm and gets on a roll, 
then anything’s possible.” P

Watch for J.R. during the Olympic Games 
(see Olympics viewing guide, page 3). And 
look for him — along with teammate and 
fellow American Trajan Langdon (who 
will be profi led in Passport’s October 
2008 issue) — when the CSKA season 
begins again in October.

JOHN ROBERT HOLDEN

Stats:
#10, CSKA point guard
Birthdate: August 10, 1976
Height: 185 cm (6’ 1”).)
Weight: 82 kg (180 lbs.)
www.cskabasket.com

Selected Awards :
Russian Superleague Player of Year, 2003
Euroleague Championship, 2006 & 2008 

Quote: 
“When you love basketball as much as I do, perfection is what you aim for. My goal is to play the perfect game. Make every shot, catch every pass, don’t let your man score. Pushing myself to play that perfect game is my motivation. It’s what keeps me sane.”

Basketball
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“Sports rivalry is the best kind of 
competition, the most peace-

ful, the most honest kind,” Russian 
President Dmitri Medvedev told 
Chinese reporters during his fi rst trip to 

China in May, made less than three 
months before the offi  cial kick-off  of 
the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing. 
Later, when a Russian-speaking 
Chinese student asked him for whom 
he will cheer during the upcoming 

Olympic Games in Beijing, Medvedev 
smiled. “I will root for Russia, and for 
China. I hope that, together, we will 
take home all the medals.”

To cement the president’s message 
of goodwill toward China and spread 

some Olympic cheer, the Russian 
government put together a video 
that played over 200 times on 
large public screens in China, in 
busy places like the Beijing railway 
station, during the run-up to the 
Olympics. Th e 10-minute clip fea-
tured the speaker of Russia’s lower 
house of parliament Boris Gryzlov, 
speaker of the upper house Sergey 
Mironov, Deputy Prime Minister 
of the Government Alexander 
Zhukov, Russian star athletes Alina 
Kabaeva and Svetlana Khorkina, 
and the pop singer Alsou. If 
Gryzlov’s music video “Russia, 
ahead! It’s now your turn!” is any 
indication of administrative talent, 
then this video was destined from 
the start to turn a few million heads 
in the land of the dragon.   

But diplomacy aside, the Olympics 
is about winning, and nothing boosts 

MATVEY KOROBOV

Stats:
Birthdate:   January 7, 1983
Birthplace:  Orotukan, USSR
Height: 180 cm (5’9”) 
Weight:  75 kg (168 lbs)
Category: Middleweight

Achievements:
Gold medal, 2005 World Amateur Boxing 
Championships
Gold medal, 2006 European Amateur 
Boxing Championships
Gold medal, 2007 World Amateur Boxing 
Championships

Interesting Fact:
Korobov, known for his outstanding work ethic, won the European junior title in 2001. However, Russia did not select him to par-ticipate in the 2004 Olympic Games, instead sending Gaydarbek Gaydarbekov, who brought home gold.

Boxing

Russian Stars of the Beijing Olympics
text Yelena Biberman
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a country’s self- and global 
esteem like a few dozen shiny 
gold medals. Th irty or so gold 
medals, to be more exact. First 
vice-president of the Russian 
Olympic Committee Vladimir 
Vasin made it clear in as early as 
April that Russia intends to win 
30 to 40 gold medals. Zhukov, 
who also heads the Sochi 2014 
supervisory board, was even 
more optimistic. In January, he 
expressed that Russian athletes 
could bring back from Beijing 
38 to 40 gold medals. To make 
it happen, the Russian govern-
ment spent 12.180 billion rubles 
on preparing Russian athletes for 
Beijing.

And it’s not just the Russian 
government that wants to see 
Russia take home more medals; 
Russian oligarchs joined forces 
to contribute to their country’s 
winning image. Ten of Russia’s 
richest tycoons, including Chelsea 
owner Roman Abramovich and Vagit 
Alekperov, the owner of Russia’s 
second-largest oil producer Lukoil, 
pledged $12 million for bonuses for 
Russian champions in Beijing. 

Russia’s richest established a fund to 
boost the country’s performance in the 
Olympics and world championships 
back in 2005. But the amount that they 
are spending on Russian victory in the 
Beijing Games exceeds that of the 2006 
Turin Olympics nearly threefold. 

Th e Russian government already 
awards gold, silver, and bronze med-
alists $50,000, $20,000, and $10,000, 
respectively. Th is is about how much 
U.S. athletes get. But, it’s no secret that 
American star athletes usually rake it 
in with big endorsement deals, spon-
sor bonuses, and high professional 
salaries. Th e tycoons’ generous posi-
tive reinforcement of Russia’s best will 
no doubt help to level off  the playing 
fi eld, so to speak, and, consequently, 
heat up the competition.  

So, who are the athletes that are 
guaranteed to “bring it home”?

“I am a superstitious person, so 
it’s especially hard for me to give the 
names of those I would bet my money 
on,” said Igor Kazikov, deputy chief 
of mission and head of the Russian 
Olympic Committee’s administra-
tion on participation in the Olympic 
Games. “But, I can tell you who I’d 
want to see win. I want to see our 
women’s volleyball, women’s hand-
ball, and women’s basketball teams 
leave with gold medals.”

Russia’s women’s national hand-
ball team has a remarkable world 
championship record. Between 
2001 and 2007, it won fi rst place 4 
times out of 5 (taking second place 
in 2006). Th e women’s volleyball 
team has also won the world cham-
pionship on multiple occasions. 
Judging by its record, the  women’s 
basketball team is also a good bet. 
Back in February, Russia’s VTB 
Bank put its money on the team 
by signing an agreement with the 
Russian Basketball Federation to 
become general sponsor of the 
women’s national team. 

Kazikov also explained that 
Olympic Games are a unique phe-
nomenon. “Th ere are some strong 
athletes who shine at other sport-
ing events, win high international 
acclaim, and become famous. But 
in the Olympics they are suddenly 
defeated.” 

ALEXEY TISCHENKO

Stats:
Birthdate: May 29, 1984  

Birthplace: Omsk, USSR 

Height: 167 cm (5’4”)
Weight: 60 kg (132 lbs)  

Category: Lightweight

Achievements:
Gold, 2004 Olympic Games 

Gold, 2005 World Amateur Championships 

Bronze, 2007 World Amateur Championships

Gold, 2006 European Amateur Championships 

Interesting Fact:
Tischenko began training at 8 with his father, Victor, 

and won his fi rst tournament championship at 12, 

competing in the 26 kg (58 lbs.) category. Having 

drawn the attention of talent scouts, at 16 he entered 

the Omsk School and Olympic Training Center.

Boxing

ANDREI KIRILENKO

Stats:
Birthdate: February 18, 1981

Birthplace:  Izhevsk, USSR

Height:  206 cm (6’9”)

Weight:  103 kg (227 lbs)

Professional Team: Utah Jazz 

Achievements:
2004 NBA All-Star
2002 NBA All-Rookie Team

1997 MVP U19 World Championship

1999 MVP Russian Championship 

2000 MVP EuroBasket 

2007 MVP FIBA 

2007 European Player of the Year

Interesting Fact:
Kirilenko’s birthplace of Izhevsk is where

 the Soviet AK-47 assault rifl e was 

designed and produced. As a result, 

Kirilenko’s nickname is “AK-47,” a reference

 to his initials and his uniform number with

 the Utah Jazz.

Basketball
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Lev Savin, assistant deputy chief of 
mission, emphasized the intense com-
petition that goes on in Russia in the 
run-up to the Olympics. Some athletes 
who have been past champions did 
not make this year’s cut. For example, 
Buvaisar Saitiev, who has won eight 
world-level gold medals in freestyle 
wrestling, did not make it into the 
Beijing Olympic Games. 

Both Savin and Kazikov identi-
fi ed the United States and China as 
Russia’s biggest competitors. Savin 
named American swimmer Michael 
Phelps and, in general, U.S. track and 
fi eld, basketball, women’s soccer, and 
gymnastics as Russia’s major rivals. 
Badminton, table tennis, and diving 
are the “traditional” fi elds in which 
Russians and Chinese are expected to 
clash, Savin said.  

“But, today, there are also many 
countries that have a comparative 
advantage in various specifi c fi elds. 
For Ethiopians, it’s running,; for 
Australians, swimming; for Germans, 
fencing,” explained Kazikov. “So, we 
should not expect Russia, China, and 
the U.S. to take home all the medals.”

Savin predicted the Russian star 
athletes that will shine this summer. 
In the boxing ring, Savin advises to 
watch for Matvey Korobov. 

At 5 feet 9 inches, the twenty-fi ve-
year-old native of Orotukan, a city in 
northastern Russia, Korobov made the 
headlines when he won the middle-

weight world title in 2005 and 2007. In 
2005, he defeated the famous Emilio 
Correa; in 2007, he beat Alfonso 
Blanco by an astonishing score of PTS 
29:4. Korobov was not chosen to par-
ticipate in the 2004 Olympics — Russia 
sent Gaydarbek Gaydarbekov instead. 
But, in Beijing, Korobov will no doubt 
go for the gold. 

Another Russian boxer to watch 
for, according to Savin, is the 24-
year-old Olympic champion Alexey 
Tischenko, who won the up to 57 kg 
weight category at the Athens Games. 
Tischenko’s mother, 

Marina, describes her son as a 
“golden boy.” “I gave birth to him 
in the morning. When he was 
shown to me, the sun was shining 
from the window onto his red hair. 
A golden boy was born, the nurses 
told me,” she recalls. 

“I think this guy [Alexey 
Tischenko] has a big future,” 
predicted world boxing cham-
pion Vitaly Klichko, according to 
Tischenko’s offi  cial website. Beijing 
will show if he is right. 

For basketball fans, Andrei 
Kirilenko is the Russian to look for, 
Savin said.

Th e European, world, and Olympic 
champion and 20-time world record 
holder in women’s pole vault Yelena 
Isinbaeva is another Russian athlete 
guaranteed to stand out. “We will 
try to raise the fl ag of our country 
as frequently as possible!” Isinbaeva 
promised at a grand ceremony of 
transfer of the banner of the Russian 

Olympic team.
Th e list of Russians with a chance to 

medal in Beijing further includes saber 
fencer Stanislav Pozdnyakov as well as 
the team of Anastasia Yermakova and 
Anastasia Davydova, two-time world 
champions in synchronized swim-
ming. And, of course, there’s tennis 
player Maria Sharapova, ranked No. 3 
in the world at the time of this writing. 
Sharapova, who likes to “make every 
shot a power shot,” is Russia’s best bet 
for a medal in tennis this year.

MARIA SHARAPOVA

Stats:
Birthdate:  April 19, 1987  
Birthplace:  Nyagan, Russia 
Height:  188 cm (6’2”) 
Weight:  59 kg (130 lbs) 
Plays:  Right-handed

Achievements:
Career record: 304-70 
Career titles:  19 
Highest ranking: 1 (August 22, 2005) 
Grand Slam results: 
Australian Open  W (2008) 
French Open   SF (2007) 
Wimbledon   W (2004) 
US Open  W (2006)

Interesting Fact:
The Chernobyl nuclear accident in 
1986 compelled Sharapova’s parents
to  move from Gomel, Belarus, to the
 Siberian city of Nyagan. In 2007, 
Sharapova was appointed a Goodwill
Ambassador for the United Nations 
Development Program and donated
 $100,000 to UNDP Chernobyl
-recovery projects.

Tennis

STANISLAV POZDNYAKOV

Stats:
Birthdate: September 27, 1973

Birthplace: Novosibirsk, USSR

Height: 186 cm (6’1”) 

Weight: 89 kg. (196 lbs.) 

Saber Hand: Right

Achievements:
Olympic medal record in men’s fencing

Gold, 1992, 1996, 2000 Olympics, Saber Team

Gold, 1996 Olympics, Saber Individual

Bronze, 2004 Olympics, Saber Team

Silver, 1994, 1999, 2005 World Championships, 

 Saber Individual

Gold,1997, 2001, 2002, 2006, 2007

 World Championships, Saber Individual

World Championship medal record, 

 World Fencing Championships

Interesting Fact:
After winning his fi rst world championship at age 24, 

Pozdnyakov told an interviewer that he would like to 

establish his own fencing school in Siberia. In 2007, 

the Stanislav Pozdnyakov Fencing Training Center 

opened and now has over 200 pupils enrolled.

Saber fencing
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Th e list of Russians with a chance to 
medal in Beijing further includes saber 
fencer Stanislav Pozdnyakov as well as 
the team of Anastasia Yermakova and 
Anastasia Davydova, two-time world 
champions in synchronized swim-
ming. Also watch for pole vaulter 
Yelena Isinbayeva, who won a gold 
medal four years ago in Athens and 
is hoping to repeat her performance 
this year. 

Of course, there’s tennis player 
Maria Sharapova, ranked No. 3 in 
the world at the time of this writing. 
Sharapova, who likes to “make every 
shot a power shot,” is Russia’s best bet 
for a medal in tennis this year, though 
the women’s tennis team is front-
loaded with a number of strong play-
ers, including Svetlana Kuznetsova, 
the recently added Dinara Safi na, 
and Yelena Dementieva. Another 

female athlete to keep an eye on is 
weightlift er Oxana Slivenko. Th e fi rst-
ever two-time female world champion 
from Russia, Slivenko is hoping to win 
a gold in Beijing. If she does, she’ll be 
the fi rst female Russian weightlift er to 
do so.

Back on the basketball court, Andrei 
Kirilenko will be joined by Alexander 
Kaun, who plays NCAA basketball 
for the University of Kansas, and J.R. 
Holden,  the American CSKA for-
ward who is a naturalized Russian 
citizen (see article, page 22). Like 
Holden, South Dakota-raised WNBA 
star Becky Hammon, who plays for 
CSKA Moscow in the WNBA off -
season, will also be competing for 
Russia.  P

ANASTASIA YERMAKOVA

Stats:
Birthdate: April 8, 1983

Birthplace: Moscow, USSR

Height: 170 cm (5’6”)

Weight: 53 kg (117 lbs.)

Swimming partner: Anastasia Davydova

Achievements:

Junior European Championship, duet and 

team, 1998 & 2000

Junior World Championship, duet and team, 

1999
European Championship, duet and team 

(2002, 2004, 2005, 2006)

World Championship, duet and team, 2003 

& 2005
Gold medal, 2004 Olympic Games, duet 

and team 

Interesting Fact:

Anastasia and her partner train for 4 1/2 

hours, have lunch, and then train for another 

3 1/2 hours. 

Synchronized Swimming

YELENA ISINBAYEVA

Stats:
Date of birth: June 3, 1982 
Place of birth: Volgograd, USSR
Height: 5’ 8½”
Weight: 143 lbs.

Achievements:
Olympic Games:
Gold, 2004 Athens       
World Championships:
Bronze 2003 Paris            
Gold, 2005 Helsinki,  2007 Osaka         
World Indoor Championships
Silver, 2003 Birmingham 
Gold, 2004 Budapest, 2006 Moscow, 2008 
Valencia     
European Championships
Silver, 2002 Munich      
Gold, 2006 Gothenburg             
European Indoor Championships
Gold, 2005 Madrid, 2004 Olympic Games

Interesting Fact:
Yelena Isinbayeva has broken the world 
record 21 times and is the fi rst woman to 
clear 5.00 m (16.4 ft.)

Pole Vaulting
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For Russians, Larisa Semyonovna 
Latynina is a name to remember. 

With 18 medals (4 bronze, 5 silver, and 
9 gold), the gymnast remains the most 
decorated Olympian in history. And 
even if this record is one day surpassed, 
she will remain an inspiration.  

Born in Kherson, Ukraine, in 1934, 
Latynina survived many trials from 
her earliest years, including the Nazi 
occupation and the loss of her father 
in 1943. Young Larisa had talents for 
singing and painting but was most 
captivated by ballet. A passing interest 
in gymnastics intensifi ed when her 
ballet studio closed, and while she 
began to devote herself to gymnastics, 
she never did get ballet completely out 
of her system. Her career was perme-
ated by the spirit and movement of 
classical ballet, and she is credited 
with bringing an unprecedented level 
of grace and rhythm to the sport. 

From the time she fi rst entered a 
training gym at age 12, her drive to 
compete and win never fl agged: “I had 
this inner feeling that I should be the 
fi rst at whatever I do, run faster than the 
boys in the street or study better than 
everybody at school. But at the same 

time, it wasn’t only about winning. I 
remember my fi rst Olympics, my coach 
Alexander Mishakov, told me to do my 
best. If there was someone better than I 
was, then so be it. Th at is what compe-
tition is all about.”  

And her best is precisely what she 
did, keeping her rivals on their toes for 
three consecutive Summer Olympics: 
1956 in Melbourne, 1960 in Rome, and 
1964 in Tokyo. Nowadays it would be 
almost impossible for a single career 
to span so many Games — the phys-
ical demands and pressure to succeed 
have become merciless, and with it the 
ubiquity of career-shortening injuries. 
Even then, however, a career the dura-
tion of Latynina’s was unusual.

Commenting on the changes in 
competitive gymnastics over the years, 
she says, “I started when I was 12 and 
became a champion at 22. Today if a 
girl starts at age 5, she may become a 
champion at 16, so it takes the same ten 
years of training.” But, as is the case in 
other sports, artistic gymnastics have 
been transformed by the introduction 
of new technology. More sophisticated 
equipment has raised the bar of what 
the human body can achieve, and, in 

turn, made the sport more complex. For 
example, the fl oor exercise was origi-
nally performed on a wooden surface. 
Later a thin mat was added, and today 
there is a springy layer that allows for 
higher jumping without injury. 

In addition, Larisa Semyonovna 
recalls that to qualify for the Olympic 
Games in her day, the female gymnast 
had to compete in four events and then 
choose the one with the best result to 
compete in at the Olympics. “So we 
had to train for all four events and 
appear at only one, whereas now they 
compete in only one event. If they win 
that event in the trials, they advance 
to the Olympics. So they can train for 
only one event, which is much easier, 
I think.” 

It was at her second Olympic Games, 
in Rome, where Latynina won 6 medals  
— while in her fourth month of preg-
nancy — that the world press was full 
of accolades for the Soviet gymnas-

tics squad. When an interviewer 
commented to her that it seemed like 
medals were raining down on the 
Soviet team. She replied that they had 
to catch every medal from the sky by 
themselves, referring to the hard work 
behind every victory.  She retired from 
competition in her early 30s, taking 
the position of chief coach of the Soviet 
national artistic gymnastics team.

The Many Sides of Larisa Latynina 
and Her Many Olympic Medals 
text Annet Kulyagina, photos courtesy of Larisa Latynina

Russian Star
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Russian Star
 During her 10-year tenure at that post, 

she guided the Soviet team to 10 gold 
medals at two Olympiads. She trained 
many of the USSR’s most famous and 
successful gymnasts (such as Lyubov 
Burda, Lyudmila Turishcheva, Elvira 
Saadi, Olga Korbut, and Nelly Kim). 
“Th e job of the head coach is to try to 
bring a general style to the team, to 
provide support to the gymnasts, who 
sometimes must live far away from 
their families in order to train. And, of 
course, accept the challenges presented 
by the athletes, which I always did. 
And I think it brought results. Aft er 
their careers as gymnasts some of the 
girls also became coaches.” Trends 
in the sport — such as the increasing 
emphasis on record-breaking at the 
expense of artistry — led her to switch 
from Olympic coaching to working 
with the Moscow Regional team.

Of the boycott of the Games by 
the United States and the USSR in 

1980 and 1984, respectively, Latynina 
says, “I cannot describe what the 
Olympic Games mean for an athlete. 
You spend four years preparing for 
it, and you know how short sports 
careers are. And when suddenly some 
authority decides to introduce politics 
into the sports arena, it’s the athletes 
who suff er. I think we should follow 
the example of football: I watched 
the recent European Cup and heard 
the words of the team captains, who 
said that sport and racism and poli-
tics have nothing in common. And we 
bring to competition pure sport and 
Olympic ideals, ideals that are to the 
benefi t not only of athletes but of all 
people.”  

During perestroika in the 1980s, 
many talented trainers were going 
abroad to work, but Latynina stayed in 
Russia. “Now you can hear the Russian 
language everywhere. Th e Russian 
trainers we lost train our competi-
tors. But the problem is not only with 
coaches, but with fi nding talented kids. 
A lot of the training infrastructure, 
where talent is identifi ed and nurtured, 
was lost aft er the collapse of the Soviet 
Union.” 

“In the 2008 Olympics, the Russian 
team has less chance than the Chinese, 
who have made tremendous progress in 
recent years. We are contenders in some 
of the events, though I think the fi ght 
for medals will be between America 
and China. Th e competition will be 
tough, but I still hope that our chances  
are respectable, owing to our patrio-
tism and just plain fl air for competi-
tion. For example, Ksenia Semyonova 
is someone to watch. Another person to 
pay attention to is Anastasia Lyukina, 
who is an American gymnast with 
Russian roots,” Latynina said. 

Artistic gymnastics is the sort of 
sport where judging is extremely 
subjective, and the marks depend on 
a variety of factors such as attitude 
and an appreciation of the cleanness 
of execution. In contrast to Latynina’s 
days competing, when scores were 
based on a 10-point scale, today 
gymnasts are competing not only for 
the best performance but also for the 
complexity of the elements in their 
routine and their mastery of skills. “I 
think it is right,” Larisa Semyonovna 
said, “that complexity and artistic 
expression are judged separately and 
then totaled up because it gives more 
objectivity, but we still have the human 
element, the subjectivity.”   

Today, though her coaching days are 
behind her, Larisa Latynina remains 
active in the sports world and 
passionate about gymnastics. She 
continues to participate in her coun-
try’s Olympic preparations not only as 

an inspiration and role model but by 
scouting for young talent. In 2004, a 
training facility in Obninsk for future 
Olympic athletes was named for her. 
More recently, she was a torchbearer 
for the 2006 Winter Olympics in Turin, 
Italy. And this month she will be found 
in Beijing National Indoor Stadium, 
rooting for her young compatriots. P

Latynina and Dmitri Medvedev at the opening 
of the school in Obninsk. 

Holding the Olympic torch



As the Olympic opening ceremony in Beijing builds up 
to its spectacular climax on the evening of August 8th, 

millions of people across the world will be watching on TV, 
relaxing with a cup of tea in their hands. One of China’s oldest, 
most successful cultural exports will be enjoyed alongside its 
newest. 

Tea has become an integral part of a multitude of cultures 
throughout the world, from Taiwan to Turkey. English people 
like myself have a peculiar obsession with it. Whether you take 
it with a splash of milk or a slice of lemon; whether you brew 
it with a teabag in a delicate porcelain cup or in a samovar; 

whether you’re Japanese, Lebanese, Russian or English, tea is 
likely to be party of your daily life. In fact, despite the best 
eff orts of the Coca-Cola Company, worldwide, people drink 
more tea than all other drinks put together (with the excep-
tion of water). Th at sort of popularity raises the status of tea 
from mere drink to cultural institution. 

An ancient legend attributes the discovery of tea to 
Bodhidharma, the founder of Zen Buddhism. Aft er spending 
nine years staring at a wall in meditation, he fell asleep 
— somewhat unsurprisingly. When he awoke, he was so 
disgusted by his weakness that he chopped off  his eyelids and 
threw them angrily on the fl oor. Th ey took root where they 
fell and grew into tea bushes. He then instructed his disciples 
to boil and drink the leaves, thus giving them a means to stave 
off  tiredness while meditating. 

Strange as it might sound, there might be a grain of truth in 
this myth. Th ough no one is certain, it’s thought that Camellia 
Sinensis, the tea plant, originally grew in the Eastern foothills 
of the Tibetan plateau, the region where Bodhidharma was 
said to have meditated. Th e custom of drinking tea probably 
emerged from the same area around the fi rst millennium 
B.C. Th e fi rst exports of tea began from northern China into 
Mongolia as bricks and bales of compressed tea harnessed to 
the backs of camels and mules. Th e warm beverage brewed 
from the shavings of the tea bricks became crucial to the 
diets of the Mongolian nomads, as the tea substituted as a 

Tea Time
text Tristan Kennedy and Maria Uspenski
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vegetable, and was consumed 
daily. Th e tea-drinking habit 
spread fairly rapidly around 
the region, becoming popular 
among the tribes of the central 
Asian steppe and reaching as 
far as the Middle East. 

In Europe, demand for the 
drink, called te in the southern 
Chinese Min Nan dialect, led 
to confl ict with China. Th is 
came to a head with the Opium 
Wars of the 19th century, in 
which the Chinese were forced 

to open their ports to English tea clippers. 
In Asia, however, tea, or chai as the northern Chinese call 

it, played a very diff erent role. Th e two great continental 
empires, Russia and China, have existed peacefully side by 
side for most of their shared history. Believe it or not, this is 
largely thanks to the part played by the humble cup of tea.  

While a 2005 survey showed that 82 percent of Russians 
drink at least one cup of tea a day, Russians developed this 
taste for tea relatively late. It is said to have been introduced 
to Russia in 1616 when a Cossack by the name of Tyumenets 
returned from a diplomatic mission to Mongolia with 
samples of Chinese tea. In 1638, 200 packets of tea were sent 
as a gift  from the Mongol ruler to Tsar Mikhail Fyodorovich, 
who responded that he would have preferred sables.

Initially, the cost of tea was prohibitive in Russia, making 
it accessible to only the wealthiest Russians. Hearty, warm, 
and sustaining, tea was ideally suited to Russian life, and 
Russia’s growth into a major tea-drinking nation owed 
much to the opening of the overland caravan route across 
Mongolia following the signing of the Nerchinsk Treaty 
with China in 1689. Tea in loose-leaf form packed into 
chests was brought from China to Russia along the “Great 
Tea Road,” part of the famous Silk Road. Th e journey was 
not easy, taking over 16 months for the average caravan of 
200 to 300 camels to cover 11,000 miles. Th e profi tability of 
the tea road also gave Russia and China a very good reason 
to co-exist peacefully. It led directly to the signing of the 
1727 Kiakhta Treaty, a trade agreement which also fi xed 
their borders.

Beginning in the 1860s, this was supplemented and indeed 
surpassed by brick tea made at Russian factories set up in 
Hankou, China, a major tea-trading region on the banks of 
the Yangtze River in Hubei Province. In this bustling market 
town, the bricks were sold to Russian merchants, who then 

transported the tea on horse-drawn carts across Siberia 
to Russia’s metropolitan centers. Th ey followed roughly 
the same route as the Trans-Siberian railway takes today, 
avoiding the wild steppe tribes of Kazakhstan, which had not 
yet been brought under tsarist control. Bricks of tea became 
so commonplace in Siberia that, even as late as the mid 19th 
century, they were used as a form of currency.

Th e completion of the Trans-Siberian railway at the start 
of the 20th century brought an end to the tea caravans. Th e 
product was now shipped from China to Vladivostok and 
then taken across Russia by rail. In addition, starting in 1892, 
plantations were established along the Black Sea coast of 
Georgia, in the northern Caucasus, and in Azerbaijan on the 
Caspian Sea. 

Both these major developments resulted in increased avail-
ability of tea in Russia and helped spread tea-drinking to all 
members of Russian society. Th e ballerina Tamara Karsavina 

even noted the welcome provision of tea on a cold day at a 
matinee performance by the students of the Mariinsky 
Th eater’s school in St. Petersburg in 1896: “Huge samovars 
steamed outside the stage door…In the interval tea and 
refreshments were served in the foyers and the staff  wore 
their gala red livery with the imperial eagles.” Tea was served 
formally in the social ritual of aft ernoon tea, an adopted 
European custom. However, in Russia, sweeteners were never 
added to tea but taken separately. Th ese could be lumps of 
sugar, pieces of candied fruit, or preserves.

Russians have become such devoted tea drinkers that as a 
nation they are the third-largest consumers of tea (behind 
China and India). Today, Russia’s thirst for tea is satisfi ed by 
production in Georgia (which has now developed into the 
seventh-largest tea producing region in the world) as well as 
imports from China, Taiwan, India, and Sri Lanka. 

So this month, as you kick back with a refreshing cuppa to 
watch a little discus-throwing, give a thought to those brewed 
little leaves in your life. 

Tristan Kennedy lives in Moscow, where he works for the Guardian.
Maria Uspenski is the founder and owner of Th e Tea Spot (www.
the-tea-spot.com), a specialty tea company based in Boulder, 
Colorado.   P
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Spend the morning windsurfi ng from the 
Arctic to the Caspian Sea? In the aft er-

noon, hike from Moscow to Kamchatka, stop-
ping for a dip in Lake Baikal?

It should all be possible within fi ve years, thanks to an 
unlikely real estate alliance that includes a Dutch architect, 
billionaire investors from Abu Dhabi, and Russian offi  cials 
eager to create a Russia-shaped archipelago in time to greet 
visitors fl ying into Sochi for the 2014 Winter Olympics.

Federation Island, the latest manifestation of Russia’s oil-
boom era ambitions, is to start rising next spring from the 
waters of the Black Sea, 150 yards off  the coast of Sochi. From 
Kaliningrad to Sakhalin, this landscaped version of the Russian 
Federation is Russia’s response to Dubai’s Palm Islands.

No miniature golf course, this 815 acre version of Russia is 
to stretch 1.5 miles and cost $10 billion. Inside a breakwater 
crescent, an artifi cial archipelago is to contain a convention 
center, two marinas, and myriad hotels, villas, and apart-
ments. By completion in 2020, Federation Island is to draw 
100,000 people a day — tourists, residents, and workers.

“Th is island is about being outdoors, outdoor sports, a 
recreation area,” Erick van Egeraat, the architect, said in an 

interview in 
Moscow, poring over designs that showed sail-
boats and yachts plying the waters in this planned playground 
near Sochi, one of European Russia’s southernmost cities. In 
an echo of Miami, houses are to be built on narrow lots, with 
10 to 15 meters of water frontage. In a liberal interpretation of 
geography, Russia’s “rivers” are to slice Federation Island from 
north to south, providing nearly 45 miles of water frontage 
to an archipelago with a total land surface area of only 1.25 
square miles.

“My island is a toy version of the real one,” Egeraat said of 
his Russia made of palm trees, sand dunes, and ‘mountains’ 
built over hidden parking garages. Avoiding an exact replica, 
the architect said his toy Russia will be more “fun” than “an 
exact copy.”

During Soviet times, the Black Sea was largely a Russian 
playground. By contrast, Russians today have free access to 
only 300 miles of Russian Black Sea coastline, between Anapa 
and Sochi. Th e buildable land is squeezed into a narrow strip 
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Island
 Paradise
text James Brooke

Taking the shape of Russia, much of 
Federation Island is to be completed 
in time for the 2014 Winter Olympic 
Games in Sochi 
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between the Black Sea and the mountains of Sochi National 
Park. Aft er Sochi won the 2014 Winter Olympics last year, real 
estate prices soared to Moscow levels.

Months earlier, Egeraat had started designing Federation 
Island, commissioned by M-Industry, a St. Petersburg group 
that is also building 20-story apartment towers next to Sochi’s 
botanical gardens. One of several foreign architects now 
leaving their mark on oil-boom Russia, Egeraat has an edge. 
He grew up in Holland, a country where half the population 
lives on land reclaimed from the sea. 

“My fi rst response was, ‘Why would you build land in the 
biggest country in the world? It does not make sense,’” recalled 
the 52-year-old architect whose Moscow offi  ce is working on 
half a dozen projects on dry land across Russia. “But looking 
at the geography of Sochi, I changed my mind.”

Driven by land prices, developers have decided to create 
new land. Th ere are now plans for 10 projects to create artifi -
cial islands off  the coast of Sochi.

“Th is gives Sochi a completely diff erent profi le; it gives 
more of a Disneyland touch to Sochi,” said Marina Ushakova, 
a Sochi native who is associate director for capital markets at 
Jones Lang LaSalle, the international real estate consultancy.

Of the competing projects, Federation Island seems to lead, 
winning endorsements from the Kremlin down to Sochi’s 
City Hall. Aft er permits fell into place during the fi rst half of 
this year, M-Industry executives announced in June that land-
fi ll work would start in early 2009. Egeraat predicts that island 
construction will be complete by the summer of 2012 and that 
the hotels and marinas will be ready to greet visitors when the 
Winter Olympic Games open on February 7, 2014.

Not part of the offi  cial Olympic construction plan, 
Federation Island, with a $10 billion budget to completion in 
2020, will rival the $12 billion public and private construction 
budget for the Olympics, according to the Kremlin. Egeraat 
stressed: “Th ere is no government sponsoring of this project. 
Th e principle is that it is a fully commercial project.”

Federation Island’s fi nancing comes largely from the Dubai-
based Allied Business Consultants. Over the past 18 months, 
another group from the UAE, RAK Investment Authority, 
has committed to investing over $1 billion in neighboring 
Georgia, with interests in Tbilisi and a controlling stake in 
the Black Sea port of Poti, 150 miles south of Sochi. 

European Russia is now to have two major landfi ll projects, 
both built largely with private money. In the north, 1,000 acres 
of landfi ll are being created in St. Petersburg for Marine Façade, 
a multi-use complex centered aroud a 7-berth cruise ship port. 
In the humid, subtropical south, Federation Island is to be the 
new port of call for visitors arriving by sea as well as tunnel and 
pedestrian bridge. Both projects are to be carried out by Van 
Oord, a Dutch dredging and marine contractor.

Compared to the shallow waters off  Dubai or St. Petersburg, 
the Black Sea near Sochi is deep. At about 1 mile from shore, 
planners face depths up to 30 meters. In total, 140 million cubic 
meters of rock and sand will be needed to build the mini-Russia. 
Unlike Dubai’s Palms, which are largely fl at, Federation Island 
is to emulate Russia’s contours, including the Ural Mountains. 
Turkey is to be a prime source of the rock and sand.

On the land, 27 islands in total, almost 4 million square meters 
of construction is to be built — roughly seven times the area 
of Russia Tower, the biggest building planned for the Moscow 
City highrise complex. Th e islands are to contain at least 10,000 
apartments and villas, enough to house 25,000 residents.

“Even though people have called it ‘islands for oligarchs,’ 
there are only 20 private islands – most of it is midsize prop-
erties, not super properties,” Egeraat said, adding that apart-
ments as small as 50 square meters would be built near the 
marinas.

Th e big attraction, he predicted, will be the location – 
owning a waterfront property with views of the Black Sea and 
snow-topped peaks of the Caucasus. “Living on that island 
and looking back to the mainland will be very similar to living 
on the coast of Italy.”  P

For more information on Federation Island, 
visit www.eea-architects.com.

James Brooke is director of external relations for Jones Lang 
LaSalle in Moscow. Contact him at James.Brooke@eu.jll.com. 

announces..

The Moscow opening of the K12 Interna onal School
a private school alterna ve for parents
seeking a high-quality, research-based

Call one of our enrollment coordinators today

In partnership with the Center for Learning Technologies

at +7-926-901-0050 or visit us at 
www.k12 moscow.com

Teaching the World’s Children,
One Child at a Time

American school curriculum for their children

One of Moscow’s most respected schools s now offering the leading 
classroom based online learning program from the United States

Full- me or part- me enrollment available for first grade through
high school.
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Dutch architect Erik van Egeraat 
is the lead designer of Federation 
Island, 330 hectare (726 acre) 
landfi ll project off  the coast of 
Sochi, Russia
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Recently Passport’s Knights of the Vine 
gathered to gauge the progress of Russian 

wineries. With a selection that included 28 
bottles from the Metro discount cash-and-
carry chain and eight more from Château Le 
Grand Vostock in Krasnodar region, Russia’s 
only modern winery, and Praskoveya Winery 
near Budyonnovsk in Stavropol region, prep-
aration for the event reminded me of my fi rst 
trip to a Russian winery, in September 1992.

On the way to the station to catch the train, 
my hosts warned me not to say anything. 
Th ey explained that to save money that had 
bought me a ticket that was for Russian citi-
zens only – not the more expensive ticket 
foreigners were required to buy. My train fare 
cost the equivalent of $1.25.

Ignorant of Russia’s vastness, I was looking 
forward to a nice train ride that would aff ord 
views of the Russian country side. I soon 
learned the trip to Novorossiysk, Russia’s 
principal port on the Black Sea, would take 
36 hours. Th e train windows were so dirty 
that I saw little of the countryside, and the 
state of the bathroom…well, I shudder at the 
memory (please email me if you feel you can’t 
live without the gory details). 

Upon arrival, we headed north to Anapa 
and the Ural Sanitorium, one of many 
health resorts that stretch along the beautiful 
beaches of the Black Sea coast. Th e next day 
I visited my fi rst Russian winery, Primorsky, 
and over the next few days, I came to think 
that the economic opportunities here resem-

bled those of southern California in the early 
20th century. Th us began ten years of “experi-
ence” with the Russian wine industry.

Over the past 16 years there have been slow 
changes in Russia’s wine country, but few of 
them either positive or productive. In 1980, the 
former Soviet Union was the world’s fourth-
largest wine country, producing three times 
as much as the United States. Production 
was principally divided between Russia, 
Ukraine, Georgia, and Moldova. During the 
Gorbachev anti-alcohol campaign in 1985, 
two-thirds of grapevines were cut down. If 
for no reason than this, Russian winemakers 
are certainly not fond of Mr. Gorbachev. 

Most Russian wineries are in Krasnodar 
region, near the northern coast of the Black 
Sea that stretches from Anapa through the 
Taman peninsula. Th e Taman peninsula lies 
between the Black and Azov seas, and before 
a strait that separates it from Crimea. Wines 
were fi rst produced in this area over 2,500 
years ago, fi rst by Greek settlers. Stavropol 
region to the east also has a few wineries, 
though conditions for grapes there are diffi  -
cult, and grape vines must be covered over in 
winter. Th is region lies at the same latitude as 
Bordeaux and Piedmont, and should be able 
to produce good, if not great, wines.

Nowadays the key thing to know now 
about wines labeled “Russian” is that most 
are made with imported bulk wines, conve-

Black Sea Gold Coast
text and photos Charles W. Borden
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niently called vinomaterial as if an ingredient. 
In addition to vinomaterial, other shortcuts 
are taken: For instance, I have seen dozens 
of barrels of Chilean grape concentrate at a 
Russian winery, destined for blending with 
water and fermentation. I have also heard 
about a winery that imported one cheap 
Spanish red wine to produce 16 diff erent 
“Russian” wines, ranging from the dark 
Kagor sweet wine to Sangria. Th ere is little 
if any regulation of appellations in Russia. If 
you want Russian grapes, you have to know 
your wineries.

For example, Château Le Grand Vostock 
is a completely modern winery, located 
about 60 kilometers inland from the Anapa 
airport. It was built with French equip-
ment by French constructors and is under 
the control of a French winemaker, Frank 
Duseigneur, and his wife, Gael Brullon, 
who runs the laboratory. Château Le Grand 
Vostock has drawn the attention of former 
President Putin, who proudly shared its 
wines with French President Sarkozy. Th e 
winery has fi ve quality levels, each level with 
a white and red blended wine. We tried the 
base-level Terre du Sud Red, the mid-level 
Cuvee Karsov white, and the super-premium 
Chene Royal red, named for a huge old oak 
on the winery property. 

I had not seen Château Tamagne, located 
on the Taman peninsula, before. A few years 
ago a Chelyabinsk metals company bought 
up a large area of vineyards in Taman and 
brought in French winemaker, Jerome 
Barret, was brought in to help develop higher 
quality wines. Th e back label on the Château 
Tamagne wines bears his name, a positive 
sign for this winery. 

Praskoveya Winery is located in 
Budyonnovsk and, thanks to its French-
trained brandy maker, excels at its brandy. 
I fi rst arrived at Praskoveya about 10 days 
before the famous terrorist incident at the 
Budyonnovsk hospital in 1995 and later had 
a wine packaging venture with them. Even 
in the early 1990s, Praskoveya Winery was a 
business leader in the area due to the eff orts 
of its director, Boris Pakhunov. 

Praskoveya has a collection of about 
100,000 bottles of wine dating back to 1945 
(the German army occupied the area during 
World War II). Th e winery saved this collec-
tion from destruction during the anti-alcohol 
campaign, when wineries with wine collec-
tions were ordered to send their winemakers 
to a class to learn how to convert such wines 
to vinegar. Pakhunov was then winemaker, 
and, upon returning from the course, had 
the wine cellar entrance bricked over. When 
a commission arrived to check, they found 
no wines. 

It is not easy to produce good wines in this 
area, and our tasting showed this. Our fi rst 
wine was Tsimlanskoye Sauvignon, from 
Tsimlanskoye Winery in eastern Rostov 
region. Tsimlanskoye is better known for 
its sweet, purple sparkling wine made from 
local grapes “according to an old Cossack 
method.” Th is sparkling wine, if you can fi nd 
it, is delightful. I can’t say the same, however, 
about Tsimlanskoye’s white Sauvignon, which 
demonstrated the typical off -tastes of an old 
Soviet-era winery. A problem with Soviet-
era relic wineries is that, even with modern 
equipment, they can never be truly cleansed 
of wild yeasts and bacteria that are carried in 
the air and can contaminate fermentation. 

From Gelendjhik Winery — the south-
ernmost winery on the coast — we tried an 
Aligote, a French grape that is widely grown 
in southern Russia. Since the winery has 
relatively small vineyard holdings, one can 
only wonder how it could supply a chain like 
Metro. I took the Aligote only because it is not 
a grape that is likely to be an imported bulk 
wine, but this one had the same off -tastes as 
the Tsimlanskoye.

We missed three important wineries: 

 Myskhako, located in Novorossiysk, 

was Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev’s 
favorite winery. It produces some very 
good white wines under the steward-
ship of fl y-in Australian winemaker John 
Worontschak. 


 Fanagoria is Russia’s largest that produces a 
Cru Lermont line of Cabernet Sauvignon, 

Merlot, and Chardonnay wines from 
grapevines imported from France in 1997. 
Worontschak also consults Fanagoria.


 Abrau Durso produces Russia’s best spar-
kling wines, surely some from its own or 
area vineyards according to classic French 
methods.
Th e scores speak for themselves. Clearly 

the three Château Le Grand Vostock wines 
scored the best, while Château Tamagne 
fi nished second. Small progress aft er 16 years 
in an area that can do better. I hope we don’t 
have to wait another 16 for great wines from 
the Black Sea’s Gold Coast. 

Praskoveya wines, brandies, and collection 
wines can be found at Stavropol Wines and 
Cognac located at 12 Malaya Gruzinskaya 
Ul. (M. Barrikadnaya/Krasnopresnenskaya).

Knights of the Vine
John Ortega, Publisher, Passport Moscow
Charles Borden, Director, Meridian Capital
Yana Appelcova, Musician
Arian Alikhani, President, Lensmaster
Jan Heere, Managing Director, 
 Inditex Zara Russia
Tony Wong, General Manager, 
 Abbott International Russia  P

Wine Rubles USD Rating

1 Tsimlanskoye Sauvignon 112 r $4.57 1.29

2 Praskoveya Rkatsiteli 2004 220 r. $8.98 1.40

3 Gelendjhik Aligote 101 r. $4.12 1.83

4 Château Tamagne Chardonnay 2006 177 r. $7.22 2.66

5 Château Le Grand Vostock Karsov White 2005 320 r. $13.06 3.00

6 Svezda Tamani Cabernet Sauvignon 2006 159 r. $6.4v9 1.60

7 Château Le Grand Vostock Terres du Sud Red 2005 160 r. $6.53 2.76

8 Praskoveya Saperavi 2007 220 r. $8.98 2.13

9 Château Tamagne Saperavi 20067 181 r. $7.39 2.51

10 Château Le Grand Vostock Chaîne Royale 2005 620 r. $25.31 3.27

Th e Black Sea coast between Anapa 
and Novorossiysk

Table grapes, Taman

Fangoria winery
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Aft er years in Moscow, I have yet to fi nd a Chinese restau-
rant as good as the take-out near my high school west of 

Chicago. A strange fact about Moscow is that there are very 
few authentic ethnic restaurants (unless you count Azerbai-
jani or Georgian). What I mean is a Mexican restaurant run 
by Mexicans, a Th ai by Th ais, a Chinese run by Chinese. Few 
among the hundreds of Japanese restaurants Moscow even 
have a Japanese sushi chef. At best, they are from Russia’s Bu-
ratiya autonomous region. 

TAN, located on that west-bound side road that runs along 
the Garden Ring just near Mayakovskaya metro station, is 
not exactly hidden, but I had never noticed it before, despite 
the large orange sign facing the street. Th e entry and the res-
taurant are smartly decorated in Chinese elaborate, and it is 
spacious and clean. When I entered, TAN was quiet and near 
empty. 

Upon sitting down, I was given a delicate teacup full of white 
fl owers and colorful accents. Th en the Chinese tea pourer ar-
rived and began an elaborate show with his brass hot water 
pot, which had a thin, sharp straight spout that seemed about 
two meters long. Dressed in a starched white martial arts out-
fi t, he grabbed the cup and began to swing the pot around 
like a samurai sword, never losing a drop of hot water. With 
a last stroke that brought the spout across his back, he leaned 
over to fi ll the cup he had laid on the fl oor. Th e tea was Pau-
Pao (110r), made from chrysanthemum petals, Chinese dates, 
barberry, raisins, green tea, jasmine, and walnut kernels, and 
sweetly delicious.

We opened the thick menu, which begins with a page de-
voted to each of four house specialties — abalone, swallows’ 
nest, shark fi n, and trepang (sea cucumber). Th ese are fol-
lowed by Beijing Duck (1200r). We selected a broad sample of 
TAN’s staples, starting with Beef in Chili with Garlic Sichuan 
Style  Sauce (450r), Lamb with Cumin (520r), Chicken in Hot 
Sauce with Peanut (420r), Crisp Royal Shrimp with Almond 
(710r), Scallops in Oyster Sauce (630r), and Pork Ribs on Lo-
tus Leaves (510r). For vegetables we tried Fried Celery with 

Cashew (380r) and Saute of Broccoli and Chinese Vegetables 
(460r). We also ordered a plate of Fried Udon Noodles (390r) 
and white rice (40r). Th e wine accompaniment was Hugel 
Riesling 2001 from Alsace (2900r), a good choice for TAN’s 
mildly spicy menu.

As the dishes were brought out and served, several stood 
out. Th e pork ribs were dressed with a dark, sweet sauce and 
covered with mounds of chopped peanuts in a light sweet 
sauce. Th e peanuts alone made the dish, but the ribs were also 
excellent. Th e scallops were a special order, and they were 
huge and tender set in a shallow layer of rich oyster sauce. 
Th e shrimp had been breaded with a thick layer of sliced, 
blanched almonds before being fried. Th e almond coating 
was crisp, and a great contrast to the large, soft  shrimp with-
in. Th e fried celery was a simple treatment, lightly pan fried 
with large cashews but still just crispy. Th ere should always be 
room for dessert, in our case Carmelized Pineapple (40r/100g) 
and Carmelized Strawberry (80r/100g). 

Th e memories of the Chinese takeout from my suburban 
American youth remain the yardstick by which I judge, per-
haps unfairly, Moscow’s Chinese restaurants. However, sev-
eral dishes at TAN made a strongly positive impression, and 
the tea service was a remarkable and pleasant highlight. I 
won’t hesitate to return.   P

TAN
13 Oruzheiny Pereulok

M. Mayakovskaya
Tel: 251-0877

Restaurant Review

Let’s Try Chinese
text Charles W. Borden
photos courtesy of TAN restaurant
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13 Sandwiches
Academy 
Accenti
Adriatico
Alpen Terrasse
American Bar & Grill
Art Bazar
Art Chaikhona
Australian Open 
BeerHouse
Bellezza
Bistrot
Blue Elephant
Bookcafe
Cafe Cipollino
Cafe Michelle
Cafe Mokka
Сarre Blanc
Che
Cicco Pizza
Coff ee Bean
Colonna
Correa’s
Cutty Sark
Da Cicco
Darbar
Donna Klara

French Cafe
Gallery of Art
Gandhara
Gorki
Grand Havana
Guilly's
Hard Rock Cafe
Hic Bibitur
Ichiban Boshi
Il Patio
Italianets
Jonka
Ju-Ju
Khajuraho
Labardans
Leonardo
Liga Pub
London Pub 
Louisiana Steak House
Moka-Loka 
Molly Gwynn's Pub
Nedalny Vostok
Night Flight
Noah’s Ark
Nostalgie
Pancho Villa
Parisienne
Pizza Maxima
Planet Sushi
Porto Maltese
Pyramid
Rendezvous
R&B Cafe
Santa Fe
Scandinavia
Shafran
Shamrock 
Shokolad
Silvers Irish Pub
Simple Pleasures
Starlite Diner
Sudar
T. G. I. Friday's
Talk of the Town
Tesoro
The Place
Trattoria Macaroni
Tunnel
Uncle Sam’s
Uzbekistan
Vanilla Sky
V.I.P. National
Vesna
Yapona Mama
Yellow Sea
Zapravochnya

HotelsHotels
Akvarel Hotel Moscow
Ararat Park Hyatt
Art-Hotel 

Belgrad
Globus
Golden Apple Hotel
East-West
Katerina-City Hotel
Korsten
Marriott Courtyard
Marriott Grand
Marriot Royal Aurora
Marriott Tverskaya
Metropol
Mezhdunarodnaya 2
Maxima Hotels
National
Novotel 1, 2
Proton
Radisson Slavyanskaya
Renaissance
Sheraton Palace
Soyuz 
Sretenskaya
Swissotel Krasnye Holmy
Tifl is
Volga
Zavidovo
Zolotoye Koltso

Business CentersBusiness Centers
American Center
Business Center Degtyarny
Business Center Mokhovaya
Dayev Plaza
Iris Business Centre
Japan House
LG Electronics
Lotte Plaza
McDonald’s Headquarters
Meyerkhold House
Morskoi Dom
Mosalarko Plaza
Mosbusiness Center
Moscow Business Center
Mosenka 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Novinsky Passage
Olympic Plaza
Romanov Dvor
Samsung Center
Sodexo
Usadba Center
Usadba Center JTI 
Western Bridge Business Center
Wrigley Business Center
Znamenskoye Business Center

EmbassiesEmbassies
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada

China
Cyprus
Czech Rebublic
Denmark
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Indonesia
India
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Kuwait
Luxembourg
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States

Medical/Dental CentersMedical/Dental Centers
American Clinic 
American Dental Clinic
American Dental Center
American Medical Center
American-Russian Dental Сenter
European Dental Center
European Medical Center
German Dental Center
International SOS Alarm Center
International SOS Medical Clinic
US Dental Care
MedinCentre

Residential ComplexesResidential Complexes
Park Place (offi  ce)
Pokrovky Hills 
Rosinka (offi  ce)
Rosinka (sport center)

Business OrganizationsBusiness Organizations
American Chamber 
  of Commerce
European Business Club
Russo-British Chamber
  of Commerce

Fitness CentersFitness Centers
Dr. Loder 
Gold's Gym
Sport Line Club
Radisson Slavyanskaya Sport Club

Airlines/Travel CompaniesAirlines/Travel Companies
ABN AMPD Bank
American Express 
Aviatransagentstvo
Astravel
Capital Tours
JAL
Moscow Voyage Bureau

Streamline 
Swiss International

OthersOthers
Anglia Bookshop
Anglo-American School
American Institute of Business 
  and Economics
Baker Hughes
ВВС
Citibank
DHL
English International School
Expat Salon 
General Electric
General Motors CIS
Goodyear Russia
Halliburton International
Hinkson Christian Academy
Imperial Tailoring Co.
Indian Shop
Ital-Market
Jones Lang LaSalle
Mars LLC
Mega
NB Gallery
Penny Lane Realty
Philips Russia
Procter & Gamble
Raiff eisenbank
Renaissance Capital
Shishkin Gallery
TeamAllied
TSM Limousine Service
Unilever
Uniastrum Bank

FEBRUARY   2008

www.passportmagazine.ru

Svetlana 
 Khorkina
Interview for the Passport Magazine

What Does It Cost to Love:   St. Valentine’s Day Shopping

Return of the King New Zealand Wine Tasting 

All We Need is Love… Marriage Traditions

Mayakovsky’s Soviet Passport

Your Russian Work Visa

Russia Day 2008

JULY   2008

www.passportmagazine.ru

Adopt a shelter animal. You’ll thank yourself for it. And so will they.
For information, go to www.moscowanimals.org

The  English  International  School

301 2104                       englishedmoscow.com

● Full British education
● Excellent facilities
● GCSE exam courses
● 7 buses daily
● Small classes, fi lling 

fast
● Family atmosphere
● September admis-

sions still open
“Teachers are so 

friendly!” – Y9 girl
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Wine & Dine Listings
AMERICAN
AMERICAN BAR & GRILL 
Hamburgers, steaks, bacon & eggs and more. 
Children’s room on weekends. Open 24 hours.
2/1 1st Tverskaya-Yamskaya Ul., 250-9525.
M. Mayakovskaya
59 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val, 912-3621/3615.
M. Taganskaya
14 Kirovogradskaya Ul., (inside Global City Trade 
Center), 956-4843, M. Yuzhnaya

FLAT IRON BAR & ROADHOUSE 
Located in the Courtyard Marriot. American-
style pub with great cuisine and meat dishes. 
7 Voznesensky Pereulok, 937-3077.
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya

T.G.I. FRIDAY’S
American favorites in a cozy wood-paneled set-
ting. Open noon-midnight.
18/2 Tverskaya Ul., 694-3921/2497.
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya
1/2 Leninsky Prospekt, 238-3200.
M. Oktyabrskaya
33 Ul. Zemlyanoi Val (in Atrium Mall), 970-1187.
See www.tgifridays.ru for additional locations.

STARLITE DINER  
American ‘50s-style diner. Extensive menu with 
great breakfasts, cheeseburgers, milkshakes. 
Open 24 hours.
6 Prospekt Vernadskogo, 783-4037.
M. Universitet
16 Ul. Bolshaya Sadovaya, 290-9638.
M. Mayakovskaya
9a Ul. Korovy Val, 959-8919.
M. Oktyabrskaya

ASIAN
BELOYE SOLNTSE PUSTYNI 
Named after White Desert Sun, one of the 
USSR’s favorite films. An eclectic Asian menu 
that includes Azerbaijan and Uzbek cuisine. Open 
noon-midnight.
29 Ul. Neglinnaya, 625-2596, 200-6836
M. Kuznetsky Most, Teatralnaya

BLUE ELEPHANT 
Thai cuisine with impeccable service. Try the 
Royal Thai Platter to sample a range of Thai 
specialties. Three-elephant rating means very 
spicy; no elephants means it’s mild enough to 
serve the kids. Open noon-midnight.
31 Novinsky Bulvar, 580-7757. M. Barrikadnaya

INDUS 
”Elitny” modern Indian restaurant with Chivas 
bar on the first floor. Open 24 hours.
15 Plotnikov Pereulok, 244-7979.
M. Smolenskaya, Kropotkinskaya

TANDOOR 
Upscale Indian. Open noon-midnight.
31 Tverskaya Ul., 699-8062.
M. Mayakovskaya

EUROPEAN
APPLE BAR & RESTAURANT 
A chic, intimate lounge serving classic and 
original cocktails. The restaurant offers a 
selection of simple and tasty European dishes in 
a contemporary atmosphere. Restaurant 0pen 
19:00-last guest; bar open 24 hours. 
11 Ul. Malaya Dmitrovka, 980-7000.
M. Tverskaya, Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya

CAFE DES ARTISTES 
Restaurant and bar offers fine European cuisine 
in a relaxed atmosphere, often with recent 
art on the walls of the upstairs room. Open 
11:00-midnight.
5/6 Kamergersky Pereulok, 692-4042.
M. Teatralnaya

CAFE SWISS
Breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Located on the 
3rd floor of Swissotel Krasnye Holmy. European 
(including Swiss) cuisine and Russian dishes. 
Seafood buffet on Tuesdays, Russian buffet 
Wednesdays. Open 7:00-22:30.
52/6 Kosmodamianskaya Nab,, 787-9800/3202, 
M. Paveletskaya

CITY GRILL 
Contemporary European cuisine, modern 
interior. Open noon-2:00.
2/30 Sadovaya-Triumfalnaya Ul., 699-0953.
M. Mayakovskaya

COFFEE MANIA
Good daytime business meeting venue next to 
Moscow Conservatory. Open 24 hours.
13 Ulitsa Bolshaya Nikitskaya
775-5188, 775-4310, www.cofffeemania.ru
M. Arbatskaya, Biblioteka im. Lenina

CUTTY SARK 
Restaurant made to look like a luxury yacht. 
Aquarium with live lobsters and  crabs; oyster 
bar; over 40 varieties of fresh fish. Seasonal 
offerings from the chef. Extensive selection of 
wine, spirits, cigars. "Captain's Cabin" VIP room. 
Open 11:00-midnight.
12 Novinsky Bulvar, 202-1312/1621.
M. Smolenskaya, Barrikadnaya

DANTES 
Several dining halls. Menu consists of European 
and Soviet dishes. Dantes gives a master-class 
in style to Moscow`s upmarket cocktail crowd. 
Open 24 hours.
13 Myasnitskaya Ul., Bldg.1
Tel. 621-4688, M. Chistiye Prudy

GALEREYA 
Trendy, lavish and expensive. The place to see 
and be seen. Open 24 hours.
27 Ul. Petrovka, 937-4544.
M. Pushkinskaya

OBSERVATOIRE
Excelllent – and expensive European cuisine –
with attentive service in a relaxed atmosphere.  
Valet parking available. Free wi-fi. Open noon-
midnight. 
22 Bolshaya Yakimanka, bldg. 3
643-3606/797-4333, www.observatoire.ru
M. Oktyabrskaya, Polyanka

THE SAVOY 
Located inside the hotel of the same name, the 
restaurant lunch and dinner. Its magnificent in-
terior and gourmet menu make it equally suited 
to corporate events and candlelit dinners. Open 
noon-last guest.
3 Ul. Rozhdvizhenka, 620-8600.
M. Kuznetsky Most

SHOKOLAD 
Pan-European menu plus a selection of Japanese 
dishes. Cozy decor and live music. Open 24 
hours.
5 Strastnoi Bulvar, 787-8866.
M. Pushkinskaya, Chekhovskaya, Tverskaya

SIMPLE PLEASURES 
The large dining room accommodates 80 
people, while the cozy Fireplace Hall doubles 
as a showroom for photographers. As always, 
a DJ entertains from 22:00. Enjoy the simple 
pleasures of life! Open noon-06:00
22/1 Sretenka Ul., 607-1521.
M. Sukharevskaya

SKY LOUNGE 
This sushi bar on the roof of the luxury hotel of-
fers its guests unparalleled views of the Kremlin 
Palace and Red Square. Top-notch sushi. Open 
noon-midnight.
32a Leninsky Prospekt (In the Russian 
Academy of Sciences building), 
915-1042; 938-5775.
M. Leninsky Propekt

TSIMES
Kosher. Open noon-midnight.
3 Novoslobodskaya Ul., 499 973-0873
M. Novoslobodskaya 

VANILLE 
Hip French and Japanese near Christ the Savior 
Cathedral. Open noon-midnight.
1 Ul. Ostozhenka, 202-3341.
M. Kropotkinskaya

VOGUE CAFE 
European food, top clientele.  Hip and elegant 
partnership with Vogue magazine. Modern, 
continental menu. Open Mon.-Thurs., 20:30-
01:00, Fri., 20:30-02:00, Sat.,  noon-02:00, 
Sun., noon-01:00.
7/9 Ul. Kuznetsky Most, 923-1701.
M. Kuznetsky Most

YU CAFE 
DJ cafe with inexpensive but good-quality 
food, drinks and house music. Open weekdays 
10:00-midnight.
4 Pushechnaya Ul., 271-8865. 
M. Kuznetsky Most

ZOLOTOI KUPOL 
Upmarket restaurant serving Caucasian and 
pan-European cuisine. Wide selection of bever-
ages. Open 24 hours.
Gorki-10, 70/2 Rublyovo-Uspenskoye Shosse, 
634-5278.
M. Molodyozhnaya

4 ANGELS CAFE 
European, Russian and Japanese cuisine. Cozy 
cafe with gorgeous interior. 
Open Sun.-Thurs.,noon-6:00, Fri.-Sat., 24 hrs.
5 Pokrovka Ul., 364-3339.
M. Kitai-Gorod

5 RINGS RESTAURANT 
European and Russian cuisine with cozy atmo-
sphere, elegant interior. 
Open noon-last guest.
27 Dolgorukovskaya, 250-2551.
M. Novoslobodskaya

ITALIAN
BENVENUTO 
Great variety of Italian cuisine. Most items run 
around or below 300 rubles. 
Open NOON-23:00. 
6 Velozavodskaya Ul. 675-0033.
M. Avtozavodskaya, Dubrovka

BISTROT 
Italian cuisine, three dining rooms, VIP hall, 
summer patio. Open noon-5:00.
12 Bol. Savinsky Per., Bldg. 2, 248-4045.
M. Kievskaya

CHIANTI 
The feeling in the small dining room is cozy 
rather than cramped with an open kitchen at 
one end of the room. The walls have beautiful 
custom murals depicting a Florence landscape, 
framed by windowsills with a base hewn from 
Italian marble. A large variety of pizza and a 
wide choice of Italian cuisine.
48 Leningradsky Prospekt, 
612-5612
M. Dinamo

CIPOLLINO 
Coffee-and cream-colored stylish Italian eatery 
a stone's throw from Christ the Savior Cathe-
dral. Three halls with numerous divans make for 
cozy dining in this upmarket restaurant. 
Open noon-6:00.
7 Soimonovsky Proyezd, Bldg.1, 
291-6576.
M. Kropotkinskaya

CONCERTO RESTAURANT AND BAR 
Italian cooking prepared with the freshest herbs 
and ingredients. Patrons are entertained by the 
live show in the open kitchen. Wide selection  of 
pizzas, cheeses. Ask the sommelier for beverage 
recommendations. 
Open 12:00-01:00.
52/6 Kosmodamianskaya Nab., Bldg. 6, 
787-9898. 
M. Paveletskaya

DA GIACOMO 
An exact copy of Da Giacomo in New York and 
Milan. This spacious two-level restaurant is 
heavy with authentic Italian furniture and bric-
a-brac… Open noon-23:00.
25/20 Spiridonovka Ul., 746-6964.
M.Barrikadnaya, www.litelife.ru

MARIO 
Delightful elegance and style with best-quality 
Italian dishes. 
Open noon-last guest.
17 Ul. Klimashkina, 253-6505.
M. Barrikadnaya

ROBERTO 
Cozy, classy Italian. 
Open 11:00-midnight.
20 Rozhdesventkiy Bulvar, 
628-1944
M. Kuznetsky Most

SEMIFREDDO 
A little bit of everything. Large selection of 
wines and spirits, including grappa and cognac. 
Open noon-23:00. 
2 Rossolimo Ul., 248-6169.
M. Park Kultury

SETTEBELLO 
Classic Italian menu with a Russian twist. Cozy 
coffee lounge. 
Open noon-last guest.
3 Sadovaya-Samotechnaya Ul., 
699-1656/3039.
M. Tsvetnoi Bulvar, Mayakovskaya 

SPAGO 
Stylish restaurant with a wide range of pastas. 
Live music. 
Open noon-23:00.
1 Bolshoi Zlatoustinsky Pereulok, 
921-3797. M. Lubyanka

13 SANDWICHES BISTRO 
Cozy Italian eatery serving warm gourmet 
panini. 
Open 9:00-21:00, delivery until 19:00.
21 Ul. Trubnaya, 106-4996.
M. Trubnaya

JAPANESE
ICHIBAN BOSHI 
High-quality, affordable Japanese with cool 
ambience. 
22 Krasnaya Presnya Ul., 255-0909.
M. Krasnopresnenskaya
105 Prospekt Vernadskogo, k.1
M. Yugo-Zapadnaya
50 Ul. Bolshaya Yakimanka     NEW LOCATION!
M. Polyanka
Open 11:00-midnight. www.ichiban.ru

SAPPORO 
105-1 Prospekt Vernadskogo, 433-9151.
M. Yugo-Zapadnaya Modern Japanese with 
extensive sushi and sashimi menu. 
Open noon-23:00.
14 Prospekt Mira, 207-0198.
M. Prospekt Mira

TSVETENIYE SAKURY 
Completely new restaurant concept in Moscow 
based on the combination of traditional and 
contemporary Japanese cuisine. Ancient 
recipes are joined by recent innovations. Open 
noon-midnight.
7 Krasina Ul., Bldg. 1, 506-0033.
M. Mayakovskaya

MEDITERRANEAN
PANORAMA 
Located on the 23rd floor of theGolden Ring 
Hotel, Panorama’s service and food are also 
elevated far above the rest of the city. The 
Mediterranean cuisine is served on Versace 
tableware, and the Versace glasses make any 
drink taste better. Open 18:00-midnight.
5 Smolenskaya Ul., 725-0100.
M. Smolenskaya

ARARAT 
A little corner of Armenia right in the center of 
Moscow. Cozy atmosphere and spicy Armenian 
fare. All ingredients are delivered straight from 
Armenia, and the wine list abounds with the 
finest Armenian cognacs. 
Open noon-midnight.
4 Neglinnaya Ul.(Ararat Park Hyatt), 783-1234.
M. Teatralnaya, Kuznetsky Most

RUSSIAN
CAFE PUSHKIN 
A Moscow classic serving upmarket Russian 
cuisine in a lavish, 19th-century setting. Bus-
tling ground-floor dining hall, more sophisticated 
(and pricier) experience upstairs. Reservation 
essential. 
Open 24 hours.
26a Tverskoi Bulvar, 739-0033.
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya, Chekhovskaya

GODUNOV 
For real lovers of all things Russian, including 
traditional Russian dancing, flowing rivers of 
vodka and plates stacked with food. For those 
who find it thrilling to dine in the Tsar’s cham-
bers, which were established during the time of 
Boris Godunov. 
Open noon-midnight.
5 Teatralnaya Ploshchad, Bldg. 1, 698-5609.
M. Teatralnaya

GRABLI 
The best mid-priced Russian food in Moscow. 
Buffet-style. Russian cuisine. 
Open 09:00-23:00.
99 Prospect Mira, 602-4662.
M. Alexeyevskaya     www.grably.ru

GRAND ALEXANDER 
Named after poet Alexander Pushkin, this 
restaurant is valued for its refined European 
cuisine with a wide choice of French delicacies 
that delight Muscovites and foreigners alike. 
Visitors who seek anonymity can dine in one of 
the private rooms. 
Open Mon.-Fri., 18:00-23:00.
26 Tverskaya Ul. (in Marriott Grand Hotel), 
937-0000. 
M. Tverskaya

NA MELNITSE 
Uber-Russian eatery. Homemade cuisine – kvas, 
mors, vodka, pickles. The interior is in Russian 
style with plenty of wood. The food is far from 
cheap, but the portions are enormous: it’s like 
being fed by an overzealous babushka. 
Open noon-last guest.
7 Tverskoi Bulvar, 290-3737.
M. Pushkinskaya, Tverskaya, Chekhovskaya
24 Sadovo-Spasskaya Ul., 625-8890/8753.
M. Krasniye Vorota   www.namelnitse.ru
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OBLOMOV 
In a mansion in the historical Zamoskvorechye 
area, the interior is crammed with ancient uten-
sils and furniture. Two large halls are named 
for characters from Nikolai Goncharov`s novel 
Oblomov. Remember to peek in the chimney 
room on the first floor and the oriental room on 
the third. Open noon-midnight.
5 1st Monetchikovsky Pereulok, 953-6828.
M. Dobryninskaya

SENO 
This inexpensive Russian restaurant is a good 
option for the budget- or time-conscious. Excel-
lent self-service buffet offers a wide range of 
salads and hot meals. Open 9:00-midnight.
6 Kamergersky Pereulok, Bldg. 1, 692-0452. 
M. Tverskaya

SUDAR 
Authentic Russian dishes prepared from 
traditional recipes. Located in a 19th-century 
mansion, Open noon-last guest.
36a Kutuzovsky Prospect, 249-6965.
M. Park Pobedy, Kutuzovskaya

TRAKTIR CHERNAYA KOSHKA 
This restaurant was opened to mark the 20th 
anniversary of the cult detective series “Mesto 
Vstrechi Izmenit Nelzya” (“The Meeting Place 
Caǹ t be Changed”) – everything here is connect-
ed with the movie, such as the image of a black cat 
on the entrance wall. Open noon-last guest.
6 Vorontsovskaya Ul., 911-7601.
M. Taganskaya

TsDL 
(Central House of Writers) 
This opulent Russian restaurant is located in the 
building with the same name, lavish decor, and 
opulent atmosphere. A memorable, top-notch 
meal in luxurious surroundings. Open noon-mid-
night. 50 Povarskaya Ul., 290-1589.
M. Barrikadnaya

1 RED SQUARE 
The menu features lavish, centuries-old 
recipes. Expect cream-laden meat dishes with 
fruit-based sauces and live folk music. Open 
noon-midnight. 1 Krasnaya Ploshchad, 
625-3600; 692-1196.
M. Okhotny Ryad, Teatralnaya

STEAK 
EL GAUCHO 
True Argentine menu. THE place for charcoal-
grilled meats and fish. Impressive selection of 
over 120 Argentine and Chilean wines. Open 
11:30-midnight. www.elgaucho.ru
4 Ul. Sadovaya-Triumfalnaya, 699- 7974. 
M. Mayakovskaya
6/13 Ul. Zatsepsky Val, 953-2876.
M.Paveletskaya
3 Bolshoi Kozlovsky Pereulok, 623-1098.
M. Krasniye Vorota

GOODMAN 
Moscow’s premium steak house chain. Open 
noon-midnight. 775-9888., 23 Ul. Tverskaya.
M. Tverskaya, Puahkinskaya
See www.goodman.ru for additional locations.

GUILLY'S The oldest steakhouse in Moscow. 
Steaks from Australian and U.S. beef. Multina-
tional culinary hits. Extensive choice of wines. 
Located in the basement of an historic mansion 
and named after Moscow writer Gilyarovsky, 
the interior revives the spirit of 19th-century 
Moscow. Main hall, bar, two banquet rooms. 
10% discount with this ad.
6 Stoleshnikov Pereulok, 933-5521.
M. Okhotny Ryad

JU-JU Meat restaurant with hunting-lodge 
decor. Open kitchen with wood-burning stove 
and chargrill. Huge selection of meat and fish 
dishes. Open noon-last guest.
15 Smolensky Bulvar, 291-1667. 
M. Smolenskaya

LOUISIANA STEAKHOUSE 
Big selection of Australian and Argentinian beef 
steaks. Grilled fish. Wines from France, Italy, 
Spain, New Zealand. VIP “Sherif f room.” 20% 
menu discount weekdays from 12:00 to 16:00.
Open 11:00-01:00.
30 Ulitsa Pyatnitskaya, Bldg. 4,
951-4244, 959-5506.
M. Tretyakovskaya, Novokuznetskaya

STEAKS There’s a successful formula to steak-
houses, and Steaks follows it almost to the 
letter with a meat heavy menu of pork, chicken, 
lamb, sausage and seafood.
21 Verkhnyaya Radishevskaya Ul., 915-1042.
M. Taganskaya

TORRO GRILL The focus here is the best mid-
priced meat in Moscow. Wine Bar.
6 Prospekt Vernadskogo, 775-4503.
M. Universitet

FUSION
NAVARRO’S BAR & GRILL From tapas to eclec-
tic Peruvian-Mediterranean fusion, seafood to 
grilled meat, from popular Moscow chef Yuri 
Navarro. Open 8:30-3:30. 
23 Shmitovsky Proezd, Bldg. 4, 259-3791.
M. Ulitsa 1905 Goda

POLLY SAD The selection of dishes fuses 
dif ferent cuisines, rather than just alternating 
between them.
41 1st Brestskaya Ul., Bld. 2, 250-2530.
M. Belorusskaya

BARS AND CLUBS
BOOZE PUB 
English-style pub with real British beer and 
original cocktails. 
Daily from 5 a.m. to noon – 
English breakfast for only 100 rubles.
Weekdays from 12:00 to 17:00. 
Business lunch from 140 rubles and 35% menu 
discount. Sport matches on the big screen.
5 Potapovsky Pereulok, Bldg. 2, 621-4717.
M. Chistiye Prudy     www.boozebub.ru 

KARMA BAR 
One of the most popular night-clubs in town. 
Eastern-inspired interior, hookahs, and pan-
Asian cuisine. Offering themed parties. Latin 
American dancing Thursday-Saturday, 21:00-
midnight. Every Saturday, the amazing Show 
Girls night. Every Sunday 12:00-6:00 – R`ǹ B 
and hip-hop party night.
3 Pushechnaya Ul., 624-5633.
M. Kuznetsky Most   www.karma-bar.ru

B2 CLUB 4 bars, sushi bar, concert hall for 800. 
Resonable prices. Open daily noon-06:00. 
8 Bolshaya Sadovaya Ul., 650-9918.
M. Marksistskaya, Tretyakovslaya

JUSTO Monday-Friday, Sunday 13:00-02:00, 
Friday-Saturday 13:00-03:00. Face control, 
dress code.
5 Bolshoi Tolmachyovsky Pereulok, Bldg. 9, 
937-3750.
M. Tretyakovskaya 

PAPA JOHN’S 
Tucked in the basement below the Johnny the 
Fat Boy Pizzeria, Papa John’s features live music 
and lots of sweaty young bodies
2 Myasnitskaya Ul., 755-9554
M. Kitai-Gorod 

TOCHKA 
Open Monday- Sunday, 18:00-06:00. 
6 Leninsky Prospect, Bldg. 7, 737-7666.
M. Oktyabrskaya

SAKHAR Open Tues.-Thurs. 20:00-06:00, Fri. 
12:00-6:00, Sat. 20:00-07:00.
23/25 Bolshoi Sukharevsky Pereulok, 207-
2838.
M. Sukharevskaya

A PRIORI 
Open Mon.-Sat. 24:00-12:00. 
Face control.
12 Bolshaya Molchanovka Ul., Bldg. 1, 
737-5843.
M. Tretyakovskaya 

ADRENALIN 
Restaurant, bar, disco, billiards, entertainment 
center. Open noon-midnight.
1 Chermyansky Proyezd, 477-3447.
M. Medvedkovo 

CABANA BAR 
Tasty Mexican and African food. Male striptease 
on Tuesdays and Fridays. 
4 Raushskaya Naberezhnaya, Bldg. 1, 238-
5006, 238-5017.
M. Tretyakovskaya 

CENTRAL HOUSE OF ARCHITECTS
Face control. Open Mon.-Sat. 24:00-12:00.
7 Granatny Pereulok, 290-3249.
M. Tretyakovskaya 

GOLDEN PALACE CASINO Concert hall, restau-
rant, open bar for players. Entrance free for 
women. Face control. Open 24 hours. 
15 Ul. 3rd Yamskogo Polya, 212-3909.
M. Belorusskaya

NOTES: Hours of operation are given in the 24-
hour clock. All phone numbers are in area code 
495 unless otherwise indicated. Reservations 
suggested for most restaurants.  

Summer is waiting just around the corner, and so is Navarro’s! 
Grab the kids and come on in to try our new menu. 

Cozy indoor and outdoor seating. 
Children’s entertainment Sat. & Sun., 11:30 to 16:00.

23, Shmitovskiy proezd, Moscow
tel.: 256-10-49  e-mail: info@navarros.ru 

Business hours: from 9:30 a.m. to 3:00 a.m.
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Lipp Service:
A Trip to the Country 
without Leaving the City
text Linda Lippner

Although it has been a relatively mild summer thus far 
with no scorching temperatures to speak of, I still feel 

the need to get out of the city now and again to imbibe some 
cool, fresh air. 

Unlike many Russians, I can’t escape to the family dacha. 
And sooner or later I wear out my welcome at the dachas of 
friends. It’s at this point that I rely on some of the vast green 
spaces a bit farther afi eld to provide me with a mini-vacation 
from the city for a day.

Th e metro plus the occasional bus or trolley will get you 
there. You can even bring a bike. Packing a lunch and picnic 
blanket is great, but, with the plentiful beer gardens, snack 
kiosks with nearby “toi toi’s”, and lots of park benches, not 
required. 

My favorite parks combine a bit of culture or some history 
to think about. For example, Izmailovsky Park is a super giant 
park in the northeast part of the city. As a teenager, Peter the 
Great practiced his military maneuvers in a grove here. 

It’s so huge, you could easily get lost in the woods, but not 
to worry — just follow any group of people and you’ll even-
tually fi nd your way out. To get there, go one stop beyond the 
Izmailovsky Market at Partizanskaya on the Dark Blue Line; 
the metro drops you off  almost in the midst of the park. 

Another favorite, Sokolniki Park, is on the Red Line at 
the Sokolniki stop. Th is park has pathways that radiate out 
in spokes from the entrance as well as a great Ferris wheel 
and dances for oldsters in open pavilions on weekend aft er-
noons. 

A new favorite of mine is Tsaritsyno Park — not the 
area with the fountains that dance to loudspeaker music 
and the nearby Catherine the Great’s abandoned palace, 
but the forest behind the more touristy areas. Just take the 
Green Line to the Orekhovo stop. Th ere are purported to 
be ancient burial mounds scattered about, and you can see 
some unusual and unlikely mounds in the forest with trees 
growing out of the top of them and inviting you to imagine 
what might be below. A friend who used to live nearby many 
years ago said that gangs of Lord of the Rings fan would play 
war among the trees. 

Once I went to Park Druzhby along Leningradskoye 
Shosse near the Green Line’s Rechnoi Vokzal stop and found 
a small circus under a real canvas tent that was visiting from 
Central Asia. Another time, I went to the large Botanical 
Park at the Vladykino stop on the Gray Line. Lucky for me, 
a pair of teenage girls took me under their youthful wings 
and showed me how to get into the park — down a leafy lane 
shielded from the street and under the fence where locals 
had dug a ditch so they could go in and enjoy the great park 
free of charge. I think I will go back there this month and 
see if that hole in the fence is still there.  Pfo
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Daniel Klein’s Legal Line

Dear Daniel: 
I work for a Western indus-

trial pipe manufacturer that 
currently imports its products 
to Russia through an indepen-

dent agent. We may be interested in establishing our own 
Russian representative offi  ce or Russian subsidiary but are 
concerned about the potential corporate tax consequences 
of doing so. At what point does our activity reach the 
threshold of being taxable? 

Dear Importer:
Th e Russian corporate tax liability of a foreign entity 

hinges on whether or not the foreign concern has what 
known as a “permanent establishment” (PE) in Russia. In 
other words, do the foreign company’s business activities 
in Russia consist merely of business promotion, or is the 
Russian presence a separate revenue-generating operation? 
Under certain circumstances, a foreign company that sets 
up a representative offi  ce may not be considered to have a 
PE in Russia. 

Put simply, one should ask whether or not the company 
has a representative in Russia that acts on its behalf and 
brings in Russian revenue on a continuous basis. 

In addressing this question, the distinction between a 
dependent and independent Russian agent comes into play: 
Does the agent act like a broker and represent other fi rms, 

or does it work exclusively for your company? 
In your case, if your local agent represents several pipe 

manufacturers, then the broker is probably independent, in 
which case your company does not have a PE. 

Another important factor to consider: Does your company 
keep a local stock of product in a warehouse in Russia? A 
local stock may be evidence of a PE. 

As for your situation, even if your Russian agent is 
completely independent and doesn’t have a local stock in 
Russia, it is still recommended that you register some kind 
of tax presence here. Failure to do so may be seen as tax 
avoidance and could raise compliance issues, especially if 
your company is stock listed. Filing a tax presence is a mere 
formality with the relevant local tax authorities and is not 
the same as establishing a local company or representative 
offi  ce. And having a tax presence is not necessarily tanta-
mount to owing taxes. 

But even if it turns out that you do have a tax liability 
in Russia, that may not be such bad news. Since Russian 
corporate taxes are a fi xed 24 percent, they may well be 
lower than the tax rate in the exporting company. 

Of course, as every company has its own business model 
that must be considered individually to determine the 
specifi c PE obligations, the above is intended as commen-
tary and not blanket legal advice. P  

Daniel Klein is a partner at the law fi rm of Hellevig, 
Klein & Usov in Moscow  and a professor at Pericles Law School. 

Each month Daniel Klein fi elds corporate legal questions posed by Passport’s readers. 
Do you have a Russia-related legal question you’d like Daniel to address? Th en tell him 
about it at dklein@passportmagazine.ru.



Sun, Sand, Sea, and Skin Care
text Ross Hunter, blistered tourist (England)
art Catherine Hunter

In my simple history book, two 
great civilizations have been sun 

worshippers: the Ancient Egyptians 
and modern northern Europeans. 
Th e question is: Who is the wiser? Th e 
answer matters, a lot. 

Th e Egyptians of yore had little 
choice but to acknowledge the great 
fi reball’s supremacy. Life was dictated 
by the sun’s power, giving life and 
taking it away.  Th eir top god, Ra, 
was the embodiment of the Sun, and 
all lesser deities and earthly life were 
subservient to the ray’s dictates. When 
you take your great boat trip along the 
Nile — and do not even think about 
dying before you have had the holiday 
of several lifetimes cruising between 
Luxor and Aswan — your guide 
will give you the full cosmology and 
culture, which I may have simplifi ed 
slightly (apologies to Amun; I think 
the Sun has got to me).  

Th e rhythm and symmetry of life 
along the Nile is as striking as it is 
eternal. My skin is up in goose pimples 
as I recall the image. Ra means ‘the 
creator’, and he takes many forms, 
a diff erent being in morning, noon, 
and evening times. Ra is constantly 
aging. 

And here is the diff erence between 
ancient and modern sun cultures. In 
Ancient Egypt, pale was good. Th e 
ruling elite protected themselves from 
the burning, dazzling in the comfort 
of the shade, while their workers 
toiled and perished (literally!) in the 
blistering blaze. Cast your mind’s eye 
over the tall, cool palaces, the elabo-
rate headdresses, and the immaculate 
complexions of the pharaohs and their 
princesses, and contrast it with their 
loin-clothed slaves shrivelling in the 
glare. Not by coincidence is it that 

raisins and currants (the dehydrated 
grapes now superabundant on the 
Floridian littoral) are the products of 
the same clime and time.  

But today, as we get richer, the more 
sun we seek! Th e “perma tan” is a mark 
of affl  uence, and we strive to soak up 
the rays, in the raw when we can, on 
the sun bed otherwise. Th e cheap fuel 
era has let us indulge ever more. But 
we are paying a price, personal as well 
as environmental: Th e World Health 
Organization reports a 38 percent rise 
in skin cancers in Europe in the last 
decade alone. 

Care is needed here. Too much sun 
damages our skin in diff erent ways. 
Not every spot or mole is a problem 
or a melanoma in waiting — most 
are harmless nevuses, benign birth-
marks — but it is well worth getting 
an expert analysis, either to put your 
mind at rest or because early diagnosis 
is the vital route to successful treat-
ment. Sudden changes in skin color 
or texture, an unexpected lump? See a 
specialist quickly. 

More commonly, my traditional 
Anglo-Scottish tanning cycle (bleach 
white → rosy pink → lobster → peel → 
bleach white again, with a few freckles) 
is not only insuff erably painful, it is also 
wrecking my skin.  “Farmer’s arms” 
and sailors’ weather-beaten faces are 
warnings that the collagen has gone. 
Th e protein that keeps the skin supple 
and smooth is burned off  by UV rays, 
replaced by extra blood vessels close 
to the surface. Th e coarse, rough look 
is irreparable but preventable: Get 
an expert to prescribe the right UV 
protective cosmetics, in balance with 
your own skin type and photosensi-
tivity. Th ey are more elegant than the 
overcoat I sport at the beach.  

Let’s end with a sunny smile. 
As the Egyptians knew, when 

treated with respect, the Sun can be 
a powerful friend. Th e “sun cure” 
was our fi rst victory over TB, and 
we all love the Sun. Nothing like it 
for beating the blues, curing depres-
sion, bubbling up the hemoglobin 
levels, pumping out the vitamins, 
and boosting the immune system. 
With expert advice and controlled 
UV intake, psoriasis, neuroderma-
titis, and eczema can all be seen off . 
(Sudden thought, all these tricky 
words for nasty illnesses come from 
Ancient Greek — they, too, must have 
known a bit about heliohazards).   

 But do take care, and get the right 
advice beforehand — or aft erwards, if 
you have overdone it.  P

Medical expertise dermatologist-cosmetologist Eva 
Vasilievskaya, M.D., Ph.D., (Russia) & surgeon 
Pierre Konchalovsky (France), both of the European 
Medical Center in Moscow
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In recent decades, interest in Eastern 
medicine has grown in the West. 

Japanese and Chinese varieties of 
acupuncture, Indian Ayurvedic thera-
pies, and other ancient practices have 
increasing numbers of Western adher-
ents who are attracted to their holistic 
approaches, centuries of development, 
and all-natural remedies. 

Th ere is one branch of traditional 
Eastern medical treatment — Tibetan 
medicine — that has particularly deep 
roots in Russia, having been practiced 
for centuries by Russia’s Buddhist 
peoples such as the Buryats, Kalmyks, 
and Tuvans. Tibetan medicine arrived 
in Russia in the 17th and 18th centuries, 
brought by Buddhist missionaries from 
Mongolia. In fact, by some accounts, it 
is precisely through Russia that Tibetan 
medicine made its way to the West. 

In the mid-19th century, a typhoid 
epidemic struck a detachment of the 
tsar’s army tasked with protecting 
Russia’s eastern border. It was a Buryat, 
Sultim Badma, who managed to bring 
the epidemic under control using 
Tibetan medical techniques. Later on, 
Badma opened a Tibetan pharmacy 
in St. Petersburg and took a Russian 
name, Badmayev. It was members of 
Badmayev’s family and their descen-
dants who continued to practice Tibetan 
medicine in Petersburg and ultimately 
introduced it to Europe.

As Tibetan medicine was spreading 
in the West, in Soviet Russia its 
practice, which was closely tied 
with Buddhist beliefs, was largely 
suppressed. But since September 
2007, Tibet Clinic has made Tibetan 
medical practices once again avail-
able to Muscovites. Affi  liated with the 
Tibetan Medicine and Astro Institute 
of His Holiness the Dalai Lama in 
Dharamsala, India, Tibet Clinic draws 
on the original Tibetan medical tradi-
tions as well as the syncretic practices 
native to Russia. 

A synthesis of Chinese and Indian 
ancient medical traditions, Tibetan 
medicine is based on a unique balance 
in each person of three basic humors, 
or dosha: wind, bile, and phlegm. Th e 
combination of the dosha in propor-
tions appropriate to the individual 
organism signifi es health, while illness 
is attributed to an imbalance in these 
human physics. A lack of balance can 
lower immunity, resulting in infection, 
while the correct balance can speed 

recovery and general healing, even of 
a wound or broken bone. In addition, 
Tibetan medicine emphasizes preven-
tive care through the maintenance of 
physical balance in order to avoid the 
onset of disease.

Following analysis and diagnosis, 
treatment is prescribed —  drawing from 
traditional herbology, massage, baths, 
small needles or heat applied to pres-
sure points on the body, even leeches 
— to achieve homeostasis. In this way, 
Tibetan medicine can contribute to 
every aspect of human health — from 
weight control and combating depres-
sion to allergies, arthritis, and heart 
disease.

Doctors at the Tibet Clinic come from 
the parts of Russia where Tibetan medi-
cine is traditionally practiced. In addi-
tion to this experience, all are trained 
and licensed medical doctors, a fact 
that illustrates the Clinic’s philosophy 
that Western and Eastern medicine are 
fully compatible.

When asked about the advantages of 
Tibetan medicine, the Clinic’s 
Innokenty Sergeev points to the indi-
vidualized program of treatment devel-
oped for each patient as well as the 
absence of synthetic chemicals that can 
be found in the pharmaceuticals on 
which so much of Western medicine 
depends. Th en he mentions the centu-
ries of experience and wisdom that 
form the foundation of Tibetan medical 
practice. It’s hard to argue with his logic 
— aft er all those years, there must be 
something to it!    P

Tibet Clinic
Ul. Sretenka, d. 9

Tel. 781-5757
www.clinica-tibet.ru

To Heal What Ails You, Look East
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Stone massage
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Animal Rights Rally

On Th ursday, June 26 on Pushkin Square, a group of animal rights 
activists and their supporters held a rally to draw attention to the city’s 

stray animal problem. While accurate statistics on the number of animals 
living on the city’s streets are hard to come by, it seems that the problem 
has worsened in recent years. Speakers at the gathering included staff  of 
the VITA Center for Animal Rights as well as such celebrities as Andrei 
Makarevich of the rock band Mashina Vremeni, Alexander Martynov of 
the group Szenacardia, singer and composer Yuri Antonov, and singer 
Yelena Kamburova. Th emes touched upon by those who spoke included 
pleas for spaying and neutering as a humane approach to animal popu-
lation control as well as the importance of sensible and sensitive policies 
toward animals.  — eds.

Saving the Big Cats 

On July 2, Moscow’s Marriott Royal Aurora Hotel hosted a tea party to 
celebrate the launch of Club 485, the Russo-British charity AMUR’s latest 

initiative to help save the Amur tigers and leopards of Russia’s Far East from 
extinction. Th e club’s name is a reference to the small number of these majestic 
animals remaining in the Siberian wild — 450 tigers and 35 leopards — and each 
membership represents one of these animals. With its 450 “tiger” memberships 
($500 apiece) and 35 “leopard” memberships ($1000 apiece), the club hopes to 
raise $300,000 annually, or 25 percent of the funds necessary each year to protect 
the cats and their habitats. AMUR’s preservation activities include awareness 
and education campaigns in Russia and Europe as well as fi eld projects such 
as fi refi ghting teams, research, veterinary work, and animal-protection eff orts 
in cooperation with local hunters. Since its establishment in 2001, AMUR has 
donated over $500,000 to its conservation work, thanks in part to such corporate 
sponsors as Land Rover, KPMG, and A1 (Alfa Group).  — eds. 
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Ladies’ Rally 2008 

On June 23, the annual Ladies’ Vintage Car Rally took place in the 
center of Moscow. Established three years ago with the help of 

Moscow Mayor Yury Luzhkov, the rally aims to celebrate “oldtimer” 
cars and their female enthusiasts. Over the course of its history, the event 
has attracted numerous celebrities and over 40 teams. And so again this 
year, with great excitement and a stubborn will to win, no weather fore-
cast or cranky engine could keep the teams and their tin lizzies off  the 
road. Th e ladies started their engines near the Blue Elephant restau-
rant, owned by rally founder and this year’s second-place fi nisher Milka 
Kresoja. Th e team of Ludmila Len and Tatiana Elysheva took fi rst place 
in their 1937 Corde-812 while Inna Denisova and Olga Andreyeva 
came in third with their 1970 Chevy Corevette.  — eds.
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Blondie: Rock of Ages

Debbie Harry’s career has been all success, excess, and redress. In red dress, shed 
of hat and heels, she got into the groove at Moscow’s B1 on Wednesday, July 9. 

Th irty years since Parallel Lines is hard to believe, and I had not been to a live gig 
since Ms. Harry was the age she is supposed to be. Our eponymous iconic star crept 
onto the stage wearing a party conference suit in scarlet and undersized usherette’s 
hat, looking worryingly like Mrs. Clinton at an alien airport, unsure whether to 
fl ash a smile at the blinking cameras or grimace and duck the fl ak. But Ms. Harry’s 
stage presence is still compelling, the eyes and cheekbones still hypnotic, even if the 
hips and knees are not as well oiled as the rest. Vitally, her voice is as seductive as 
ever, and her timing, range, and variety are exquisite; her ability to run and caress a 
phrase round a lyrical track puts many a rapper in the shade. “Call Me” had everyone 
fi ngering phones, “Atomic” raised the tempo, and “I’m Gonna Be Your Number One” 
summed it up. Rock of ages — passed!   — Ross Hunter

photo Ross Hunter
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The Diva and Her Art

When cellist and conductor Mstislav Rostropovich passed away last year, his 
wife, Russian opera diva Galina Vishnevskaya decided to sell the couple’s 

collection of Russian art, which they had kept in their home abroad. When the unique 
collection of more than 500 items was previewed at Sotheby’s, Russian businessman 
Alisher Usmanov bought it in its entirety and returned it to Russia. In accordance 
with Vishnevskaya’s wishes and to the relief of art experts who feared the collection 
would be divided up, Usmanov presented it to St. Petersburg’s Konstantinov Palace, 
where it has been on display to the public since June. 

At the end of May the second Galina Vishnevskaya opera singer contest took 
place in Moscow. Over four days young soloists from Russia and abroad competed 
for the prestigious award. Th e fi rst prize went to young baritone Roman Burdenko 
from Novosibirsk, currently a soloist at St. Petersburg’s Mikhailovsky Th eater. A 
gala concert featuring the winners was given at Moscow’s International House of 
Music.  — eds.

Neo-Gothic

On June 25, St. Andrew’s Anglican Church in Moscow launched an $8 million 
international appeal to restore its Victorian-era buildings, located near Ulitsa 

Tverskaya. Th e only example of English Gothic architecture in Russia, the church 
was constructed in 1882. In Soviet times, it was used as a recording studio for state 
record company Melodia, but in 1995 then-Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin 
ordered the return of the property to the religious community. Today St. Andrew’s is 
offi  cially part of the Church of England, whose traditions it represents for a diverse, 
international community here in Moscow. Th e actual restoration, to be conducted in 
cooperation with the Historical Preservation Institutes in Moscow, is set to begin in 
2009, with completion projected by the end of 2012.  — eds.
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The Youth Biennale that took place in Moscow this June — right aft er the main 
“adult” art show Art Moscow — is aimed at showcasing not only young Russian 

talent but budding artists from all over the world. With the support of the Moscow 
government, the Biennale has grown in size and scope since its beginnings in 2002. 
Admirably, it has not lost its cheerful spirit, maintaining its focus on creativity and 
its objective of providing youth an opportunity to display their work at some of the 
city’s most appealing art venues. At Winzavod, a biennale project entitled “Apples 
fall in diff erent gardens simultaneously” off ered exhibitions of work by young artists 
who had been selected by eminent curators. Th e Petrovka and Ermolayevsky affi  li-
ates of the Modern Art Museum presented expositions of young designers, painters, 
and photographers from America and Europe and graduates of the Pro Arte school. 
Art critics and the public learned new names that they will without a doubt be 
hearing again in the years to come.   — eds.

Stop! Who Goes There?: Youth Biennale 2008

Saddle Up

Horses, lawns, ladies’ hats, and dressage. No, you’re not in England. Moscow’s 
Otradnoye Equestrian Center has held the Moscow Region’s Governor’s Cup 

Equestrian Tournament every year since 2004. Th is year’s competition, which was held 
from June 19-22, had a particularly sweet ending: thanks to a sponsor, the winner of 
the hat contest was awarded a 16-kilogram hat made of chocolate. Riders competed in 
dressage and jumping events for a grand prize of €5,625, which this year went to Olga 
Chechina and her horse, Ramzes.   — eds.
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Last Word
The Olympics are fun to watch, but what do you remember when they’re over? 
Passport asked everyone we could find and their uncle to tell us their most 
vivid memory of a Summer Olympic Games. Here’s what some of them said.

“It may sound a little banal, but it’s the closing ceremony of the 1980 Moscow Olympics, 
which I watched on TV at the time — the fl ying Olympic bear above Luzhniki 
Stadium.” — Vladimir from Moscow

Bear due to come out of hibernation: 2014

 “A Scottish runner winning a medal in 1980.”
— Graeme from Glasgow

Allan Wells, who fl outed the offi cial British boycott to attend the Moscow Games, beat Cuban Silvio 
Leonard to become the fi rst Scot since 1924 to win the Olympic 100 meters. It was the closest race this 
event had seen in 28 years, coming down to a photo fi nish with both runners timed at 10.25 seconds.

“Tommie Smith and John Carlos giving the Black Power salute at the 1968 
Olympics.” — Nelson from Colorado
After winning gold and bronze medals in the 200-meter dash at the 1968 Games in Mexico City, American Tommie Smith 
and John Carlos gave the Black Power salute on the podium while accepting their respective medals. At the time, the 
Olympic establishment frowned upon the political gesture as a violation of the nonpartisan spirit of the Games. In July of 
2008, however, the two athletes accepted the Arthur Ashe Award for Courage for their statement 40 years earlier. 

“To me the Olympics are just a kind of blur ... People running around in circles, or some guys seeing who 
can jump over the highest stick. I can’t understand why everyone takes it so seriously or why nations vie to 
spend unintelligibly large sums of money on staging these events. And the thing with all the medals? You 
win a medal for throwing a stick?” — Curmudgeon from Britain
Cost of venues for Beijing Olympics: 13 billion yuan ($1.8 billion)
Projected cost of opening and closing ceremonies for Beijing Olympics: $100 million

“Th e 1992 Games when an archer fi red a burning arrow into the Olympic 
cauldron to light the fl ame.” 

— Jill from Singapore
At the 1992 Summer Olympics in Barcelona, archer Antonio Rebollo opened the Games with a snap of his 
bow.  

 “It was the last Olympics when there was still a Soviet team, and I remember sitting 
in my parents’ living room watching Sergei Bubka win a gold medal.” 

— Anna from Moscow
At the 1988 Olympics in Seoul, South Korea, Ukrainian pole vaulter Sergei Bubka brought home one of the Soviet Union’s last 
gold medals. By the end of the 1988 season, he had set a new world record, becoming the fi rst vaulter to clear 6 meters (19’8”). 
Over the course of his career, Bubka set 35 pole-vaulting world records, the last of which, 6.14 meters (20’ 1 ¾”), still stands. 

 “It would have to be Flo Jo’s fi ngernails or Zola Budd’s feet.”
— Claire from Britain

Florence Griffi th-Joyner rose to fame as a track star during the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics, but it wasn’t because of her silver medal 
alone: Her exceptionally long and colorful fi ngernails earned her a good amount of media attention. Her nails didn’t slow her 
down four years later, either. In 1988, Flo Jo left Seoul with three gold medals. 
Zola Budd is known for training and racing barefoot. Though she holds numerous British and South African records, she never won 
an Olympic medal (though she did collide with another runner). 
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